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Some Experiments upon the Roasting of Iron Pyrites.
Page
Part 2.
A Study of the Effect of High Temperature upon the 
Constitution ofl Steel. Page
SOME EXPERIMENTS UPON THE ROASTING
OF IRON PYRITES.
Although much work has been done upon the roasting of 
iron pyrites in large scale plant, chiefly in the manufacture 
of sulphuric acid, and, in a general way, the necessary 
conditions for good roasting in the various types of plant 
are known to practical men, yet very little systematic 
work has been carried out in this field. For this reason 
it was considered desirable to carry out a series of roasting 
experiments and, if possible, endeavour to follow the various 
stages in the roasting operation. Further it was deemed 
advisable to investigate the influence of the size of the 
particles and rate of the flow of the air through the furnace, 
upon the course of these reactions. For these purposes a 
study of the composition of the gases at various temperatures 
seemed the most promising method of investigation.
Before the work could be started much thought had to 
be given to the methods to be pursued and the apparatus to 
be used. One point of fundamental importance which had to 
be settled was, would the composition of the gas alter while 
the sample was being withdrawn from the furnace into the 
absorbing liquid on account of the alteration.; in the 
temperature. To decide this point a series of experiments 
Was planned, the results of which showed that the gases could 
be withdrawn from the furnace without change of composition, 
provided glass tubing was used for the purpose and that no 
rubber came in contact with the gases.
First series of Experiments.
Object:- To investigate if any SOg is formed when a mixture 
of SOo and air is passed through a Silica Tube when hot. 
Apparatus:- This is shown in Figure 1. The tubes leading 
into the absorption bottles were drawn to a fine point, 
ground/
2.
ground smooth, and adjusted;by means of a rubber joint
on the tube, but well clear of the liquid, to touch the
bottom of the bottle# By this means the gas stream was
broken up into extremely fine bubbles about 1 ra.m. in
diameter and complete absorption was ensured* That the
absorption was complete was proved by inserting a second
wash bottle containing dilute solution of the absorbing
reagent. This wash bottle always gave a blank result.
Procedure:- A mixture of air and SO was passed through
the silica tube which was inserted in an electrically-
heated furnace. The air was supplied at the rate of a
half litre per minute and S0g at three bubbles in two seconds.
Samples of the emergent gases were drawn off through
absorbents in the gas-wash bottles numbered 1 and 2 , by means
of aspirators. The volume of the sample was measured by
the water run out into the measuring jars below. Suitable
vquantities of standard tS Potassium Iodide and Potassium
*0
hydroxide solutions were placed in the wash-bottles 1 and 2
respectively. A volume of about 500 ccs. was aspirated for
each sample. The time required for each test was about
30 minutes so that a sample of about 3$ of the gases was
obtained. Starch was added to the Iodine solution and
Phenolphthalin to the KOH solution and the gas was passed
till the end points were reached; these could be determined
very exactly and were arranged to come close together.
Tests were made first with the tube cold, and then the
tube was heated to about 500° C. and another set of tests made.
In each case the ratio of the volume of gas necessary to
neutralise the KOH to that required to reduce the Iodine was
detemined thus:-
Ratio = ■R8dU!ciflty”a,~  = - 8 °f gaS t 0 neutrallse K0HCcs of gas to reduce Iodine.
While the proportion "total acid" was constant, the reducing 
power/ c
power decreased as the SO content increased, so the fall of the3
ratio gave a measure of the SO formed.
3
Results;- The following results were obtained. Presuming 
that there was no conversion in the cold tube, which is known 
to be the case, the heated tube shows considerable formation 
of SO^. This was apparent from the volume of white fume 
emerging from the apparatus.
Experiment.





ACUUU AUK IUTVC71 |
Acidity.
Tube Cold. 25 585 10 480 0.821
Tube Hot• | 25 655 10 510 0.778
Therefore SO is formed when S0o and air are passed 3 «
through a heated silica tube.
Second Series of Experiments.
Objects- To investigate if any SO, is formed when a mixtureo
of SO2 and air is passed through a Heated Glass tube. 
Apparatus:- The apparatus used was similar to that utilised 
for the previous set of experiments except that the silica 
tube was replaced by a hard-glass combustion tube.
Procedure:- A parallel set of tests to those carried out 
in the previous investigation was performed but as the 
experiment with the hot tilbe showed no conversion this was 
repeated several times in order to confirm this result. 
Results:-
Experiment.-
Reduction. Acidity. Ratio = 
Reducing Power





Tube Cold. 25 815 10 660 0.810
Tube Hot. 25 700 10 570 0.814
Tube Hot. 25 640 10 525" 0.820
In these experiments no white fumes were visible in the 
gases emerging from the furnace.
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Summary:- The results for the cold Glass tube agree with those
for the cold Silica tube, as would be expected. The results 
show that no change takes place in a heated Glass tube, so 
that an analysis of the gases drawn from a furnace by means 
of a Glass tube is representative of the gases in the furnace. 
This is supported by results derived from Contact sulphuric 
acid practice. In planl'wad practice it was found that 
samples of ingoing and exit gases of the Converted Ovens 
when withdrawn through iron tubes gave nconversion” figures 
which were not in good agreement with the actual production 
figures of SO • The Conversion" figures were too low.O
When glass tubing was inserted inside the iron tube and 
■amples withdrawn through the glass tubing higher conversion 
figures were obtained and these were in good agreement with 
the actual recovery figures. It was on the hot side, that is 
the exit side, that the greatest difference was observed.
Some SO was being decomposed in passing through the ironU
tube.
Third Series of Experiments.
Object:- To investigate the stability of a mixture of
SO , SO , and air when passed through a Glass tube which is 2 3
maintained at different temperatures.
Apparatus:- The apparatus was slightly modified from that 
used in the previous experiments in that the SO and air wasM
passed over platinised magnesium sulphate in a furnace
maintained at a temperature of 420°C. to obtain S0_ in theo
gases. Moreover the S0g content only of the gas before and 
after passing through the heated Glass tube was determined 
in this case.
Procedure:- A mixture of S0g and air was passed into the 
first furnace which was a resistance furnace having a silica 
tube. In this tube was placed a porcelain boat into which 
was put 10 grams of platinised mass. This converted part 
of/
5.
of the S0o to SO * 
d 3
A sample was drawn from the mixed emergent gases, through 
an absorption bottle containing N/10 iodine, by an aspirator, 
and the SOg content estimated# The gases then passed 
through a second furnace through which passed a Glass tube.
A second sample was withdrawn from the gas stream as it 
emerged from this furnace and the SO content determined 
as before. A series of experiments were carried out. The 
first set was carried out with the Furnace B cold, the second 
set with this furnace heated to about 600°C., the middle 
12 inch portion of the 2 ft. 6 in. tube being heated, and 
the third set using the same temperature for the second 
furnace but heating the end of the tube nearest to the 
second absorption bottle. This meant that in one case the 
gases were cooled a little before passing into the absorbing 
medium and in the other case they were cooled only to a 
very slight degree. In order to further accentuate the 
second case the rate of aspiration was increased.
He suit st-
Before glass tube. After glass tube. Differ-
Experiment. ence.
Ccs. I • Ccst Gas. Ccs. Irt. Ccs .Gas.
2 2
Tube Cold (B) 25 1235 25 1275 +2
Tube Cold (B) 25 540 25 550 +2
Tube Cold (B) 25 520 25 524 +1
Tube Centre Hot 25 448 25 453 +1
Tube Centre Hot 25 440 25 438 -0*05
Tube End Hot 25 720 25 713 -1
Tube End Hot 25 895 25 908 + 1
Snmmary:- These results show that, within the limits of 
accuracy of the experiments, the gases SOg, SO^, and air do not 
alter in composition in passing through a heated Glass tube, 
but that in passing through a heated Silica tube, considerable
change can take place.
It was found that when a deposit of carbon, from
decomposed/
decomposed corks, formed on the glass tube change of 
composition of the gas took place* this again is borne
out by large scale practice. For this reason the glass
tube was kept as clean and dry as possible*
The apparatus which was used for investigating the
roasting of iron pyrites 1b oshown in Figure 3* Having
shown that the gases SO3 , SOg and Og cam be withdrawn from
the furnace through clean glass tubing without altering the
state of equilibrium it was considered that the sequence of
roasting reactions could best be studied by following the
change in the SO and SO contents of the emergent gases.2 3
Knowing that the glass tube through which the gas damples 
is drawn must be clean the cork at the exit side of the 
furnace was replaced by a special carborundum joint. The 
air before passing into the furnace was dried by passing it through
a calcium chloride drying toqer. As a result of this precaution !
no acid condensed in the outlet tube.
Pressure gauges were fitted to the apparatus, one on j
the inlet side of the furnace and one on the aspirator.
This ensured a constant pressure throughout the apparatus 
and also ensured that the pressure in the aspirator was 
the same in each test; thus increasing the accuracy of 
the results. The introduction of the noxzle on the inlet 
side allowed of more easy regulation of the rate of the 
air supply and by varying the size of the nozzle the amount 
of air passing was more easily and more accurately regulated.
After some experimenting the best sizes of nozzles for the 
various rates of flow were obtained.
Another method of analysis was adopted. In order to 
minimise the number of volume readings, and so reduce liab­
ility to error, absorption in N/10 Iodine was adopted 
followed by another wash bottle containing N/100 Iodine.
By adopting the precautions already mentioned in the earlier 
experiments/
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experiments absorption was found to be complete in the 1 st 
wash bottle. The SOg end SO^ were absorbed in the same 
wash bottle# Also in these experiments only a certain 
amount of gas was drawn through the wash bottles, not 
sufficient to oxidise all of the Iodine. The excess of 
Iodine was determined by titrating with N/10 Sodium Thiosulphate 
and from this figure the amount of S0Q in the known volume 
of the gas was calculated. An excess of thiosulphate was 
then added and the solution titrated to neutrality with N/10 
NaOH and the amount of SO in the known volume of the gasU
calculated. The method of calculation is as follows 
if x is the number of ccs. of N/10 NaOH and y equals the 
number of ccs of N/10 Iodine, then the weight of SOg equals 
0.0032y grams and the weight of S03 equals 0.0040 (x - 2y) 
grams of SO^. Taylor and Occleshaw found that this method 
gave very satisfactory results when checked against other 
methods of analysis but that it was desirable to titrate 
with thiosulphate immediately after the test was completed
as a very slow oxidation of the SO by 0 takes place.« 2
This precaution was observed. Tests were carried out
o oat intervals of 50 C. up to a maximum temperature of 900 C.
The temperature of the furnace was measured by a thermocouple
and the temperature was regulated by a rheostat. The
oxygen content of the air was determined at frequent intervals
by means of a Hempel gas apparatus. It was found to remain
very constant throughout all the experiments, the figure
obtained being 20.8$. It was essential that the oxygen content
of the air remain constant.
The ore used in these roasting experiments was practically 
a pure iron pyrites. ^his ore was chosen so that the 
variables should be reduced to a minimum and so that more 
accurate deductions might be made from the data resulting from 
the experiments. Moreover no variation of composition would 
be/
8.
be obtained in the fine ore and the coarse ore; this point was 
confirmed by analysis. The analysis of the ore is given 





sio2 • .8 0.76
99.6 99.56
The ore was classified into various sizes and dried 
at 100°C. before being used in the various experiments.
10 grains of ore equivalent to 4.92 gms# of Sulphur were 
used for each experiment. The ore was placed in fireclay 
boat and it was rabbled at the end of each test.
For the first experiment the size of the ore used was 
through 20 mesh and lay on 50 mesh. The rate of flow of 
the air into the apparatus was kept constant throughout 
the experiment and was approximately 1/20 cubic foot per minute.
In Table I the data obtained during this experiment 
d^teset out and in Table II the calculated data, necessary for 
a study of the reactions involved in the roasting of the ore, 
are given. Fig.4. shows the information of Table II in
graphical form.
From a study of Figure 4,it would appear that a series 
of reactions are involved and that each change in direction 
of the curves indicated some change in conditions.
The influence of the size of the ore, on the reactions 
involved, was next considered. To investigate this point 
three sizes of ore were selected. The sizes shown were 1/8",
10 mesh and 100 mesh. Throughout the various experiments 
the rate of flow of the air into the furnace was kept 
constant, the figure being the same as used in the earlier 
experiments./
9.
experiment• The calculated data derived from these 
experiments are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5, and the 
graphs drawn from the data are given in Figs, 5, 6 and 7.
The general resemblance of these curves to Fig.4 is very 
striking, each curve being, as before, made up of a 
number of individual portions.
The other very important factor in roasting operations 
is the rate of supply of air to the furnace. This point was 
investigated by carrying out a series of experiments with 
varying rates of supply of air to the furnace, the size of 
the ore being maintained at a constant figure. For this 
purpose ore of 30 mesh size was used. The rate of flow of 
air was measured by the meter shown in Figure 3. The meter 
was also used to check the rates of flow in the earlier 
experiments so that a steady rate of flow might be attained.
From preliminary experiments it was determined that using 
nozzles of 4”, and 1/32” diameter of pressure nozzle 
rates of flow of air of 1/10 cubic foot, 1/20 cubic foot and 1/30 
cubic foot could be readily maintained over the whole period 
of the experiment. This device proved eminently more 
satisfactory than the earlier endeavours to control the 
rate of flow by means of screw clips. The air was supplied 
from a very large storage tank and the pressure of the air 
in the storage cylinder did not alter measurably during an 
experiment. A pressure gauge was fitted to the tank.
The data obtained from these experiments are recorded in 
tables 6 , 7, and 8 and shown in graphical form in Figures 8 ,
9 and 10. The curves show the same general features as 
those curves already mentioned. It may be mentioned in 
passing that in the two extreme cases of rapid flow of air 
and of finely comminuted ore the marked irregularities of 
the total curves is not nearly so pronounced. That these 
breaks, or changes in direction, of the curves are real, 
cannot/
cannot be doubted as they occur too persistently and too regularly 
to be explained away by experimental error.
The final product in the roasting of FeSg ia FegOg 
but Feg(SO^)^ is also formed during the operation if the 
temperature be too low. It is generally assumed that 
the reactions involved in lfburningn of pyrites are 
represented by the equation
4PeSg + 11 02 = 2Pe20s + 8S0g
Prom a study of the heat balance of a Mannheim contact plant 
this equation would appear to meet the case in a general way.
i
(See McNab for figures) • Some of the S0g would be oxidised 
to SOj so accounting for the small percentage of SOg found 
in the "burner" gases. However the reactions which take 
place during the roasting operation of FeS must be very 
much more complex and it is the preponderance of one reaction 
over the others in certain ranges of temperature which must 
account for the various breaks in the curves.
Owing to the great experimental difficulties it is 
not possible to follow all the reactions taking place.
But it is possible from theoretical reasoning to arrive at 
a fairly accurate account of the operation. For this 
purpose a study of the equilibrium constants with varying 
temperature is of great value. The vanf,b Hoff Equation 
is the form generally used. This equation is
ct tog K . ~ ft__
d t  R T »
To use this equation it is necessary to know one value of K 
for the reaction under consideration. This is necessary for 
in the integrated form of the equation a constant appears 
which it is not possible to evaluate.
By using the Nemst Heat Theorem the difficulty of the 
constant can, in a great measure, be overcome. in order 
to understand this theorem and to follow its application 
more/ I T e tk m c A t. Retaros Ejcmaatves $ vm -r. t f t f .
more clearly it will be advisable to show briefly its 
derivation.
For the van*t Hoff isotherm for liquid or solid states
the equation is of the form A = R T  Log K ~ R T Z \ /  logf C
From the Clapeyron equation as applied to vapour pressure
the value of log C ean be determined
Z V  togC = - Z V Ao + log T  4. Z//3ay ^___ + ZVc
R T  R R
where A 0 = internal molar heat near 0 • Absolute Temperature
and internal molar heat of vaporisation = A 0-+®<T +/3TS -*-----
1 = constant depending upon substance 
Z s / = algebraic sun of molecules taking part in the reaction i.e.
From the fundamental equation of energy charge A - Q = we
get by a slight transformation the formj^,. r^_ d. T  const.
T  J  T *
= -f  j£L cL T  where cu = a constant, 
undeterminable by thermodynamics. The variation of Q with
temperature can be expressed as + / 3 T 2 + ----
where Q0=/ieaf of reaction af  Absolute Zero .  Substituting this value of Q
we get = *  -h£ U —o < lo g T - ' /S T - *. A = Q0 + aT -V 7" LogT-/3 T2---
To calculate the constant "e," Nernst assumed that in the
region of Absolute Zero cL A  s d  Q  *  0
d  I d T
so that we get cL A  = a. - ® <  Log T  —  2 / 3  T   = 0
d  T  ^
and ci. CL =  o< + 2 / 3  T  + ----------------------  = 0
cL T
from we get a = o and °< = o
/O m2Hence A = Q - / 3  To 2
and similarly Q = Q -f- /3 Ti o
Therefore substituting the Nernst equation in the vanft Hoff 
isochore above
R T  l o g K  =  “ 2 / A 0 + £/°<0TLo&T + ----------------------------- - * ■ £ / £
= ( Q ' - Z / ^ + E ^ T l o g T - L / S - Z S / S J T * ________
This equation may be regarded as an expression for a gaseous 
reaction carried out in the liquid or solid states.
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Equating the constants of this equation with those of 
the usual isochore equation we get
Q  /socAore ^ f Q “£ y A 0)
■~°< = £  J
-/3 =/3+£v/3 0
Const *£>/t s ̂ he summation of integration con­
stants of vapour Pressure curve
which can he determined by 
calculation.
Nernst further assumed = 3 . 5  calories so that the equation
now becomes R T  =* Q 0 + 3 S / T  (o*T - / 3  T *  + C
*og K I T S / l o g T - / 3 T .... +c ’
4-S7T $-57
The values for the coefficients used a b o v e e t c .  are
readily obtained from the specific heat values of the reafctants.
and products of any given reaction.
From Kirchofffs Law ct GL = ci “ ^2 wJiePe c/ = initial
d  T  heat capacity ol the system ard
a rut Qr » Q 0+ /$ T *. , n C_ = heat capacity of system
♦ . a after the reaction.
a  t
For general purposes /3 can be neglected as it is
generally of a very small order. The errors in specific heat
determinations and in fceats of formation are generally more
serious than the omission of/3 etc. Also can be taken as app-
t»x.equal to Q at ordinary temperature.
Therefore,as a first approximation,we may adopt the equation 7 ? *
l o g .  Kp = _£L -f. I 'T Sy /LogT + C o n s t
,Q P 4 57 T
Nernst has calculated the value of the constant for a large 
number of gases and for solids it can be neglected.
The variation/ of the value of the affinity value A is 
often useful as a guide to how a reaction will go with change 
of temperature. 2
As already dhown A = - / 3 T
and the value of /3 can be calculated from the specific heat, 
values as previously stated.
As the value for the specific heat is not always available
at/ i
13
at constant pressure it can be calculated from the constant
volume figure and a modification of Gruneisen*s equation,
Thu8 Co =C„ + C £ X  % 0  0214- where T is the melting
Tm m temperature.
The above theorem was applied to a number of possible
equations which might possibly represent stages in the
roasting of FeS with a view to endeavouring to interpretate
the experimentally derived curves.
There is a certain amount of practical evidence
for assuming that on heating FeS it is decomposed and S is2
liberated. Therefore the first reaction to be investigated
will be FeS^^ FeS + S.
Heat of formation of FeSg = 29150 calories.
" " n 11 FeS = 24000.
Sp.Ht. of FeSp = .1301 Molar Sp.Ht. at Const .Pressure =
120 x .1301 = 15.6 
Sp.Ht. of FeS = .1357 " = 88 x .1357 = 11.94
M 11 11 S = 0.18 w = 32 x 0.18 = 3.76
Q = - 5150 calories; .*. 15.6 - 15.7 = 2/3  T and for
T = 290 we get = -.1 = - .0002
and Q, = + / 3 T2
-5150 = Q + (-r0 .0 0 0 2 T 2) -  5 / 5 0 + Q O 0 O 2 T *
0 2and A = Q, - /3 T
0 2 = (-5150 + 0.0002T ) + 0.0002T
.*. Affinity is negative but increases with temperature though
even at 400°C the affinity from left to right is not appreciably
reduced. But as the vapour pressure of the sulphur increases
rapidly with increasing temperature^ so sulphur will pass out
of the system and to preserve equilibrium more FeS will
require to be decomposed. Hence this reaction is dependent
entirely upon the vapour pressure of the sulphur. Actually
it is the partial pressure of the sulphur which is the
important item but for our purpose the relation between the
vapour pressure of the sulphur and temperature will give a good
indication of the reaction.
The se/
14.
These values have been calculated and are given below in 
Table 9., and are also shown graphically in Fig.12.
Table 9.
Temp. °C. log.p. p in m.m.
00 C -6.00 1.0 x 10
100 °c -1.95 1.12 x lo’





444 C 2.88 759.0
Under the conditions of the experiments the vapour 
pressure will not be quite as great but will rise in the same 
order. Therefore, at about 200°C, the partial pressure 
of sulphur will be quite appreciable and will rise very 
rapidly with increasing temperature.
The removal of the sulphur vapour from the system will
be greatly assisted by the oxidation of the sulphur to
sulphur dioxide according to the equation
5 + Og 50g + 69260 c a lo r ies
C^-C^ = 3/6 - 2/3T
/3  ~ S'/6 a /'SQ - ' 0 0 5 +  Molar heat of 0 » 6*962 T  2 9 0  *
/... 69260= Qc+ 0  0054-(290)1  5 =6 05
Q„ ' 6 9 2 6 0 - 4 5 4  a 68606 " '  'sot~9-89
A = 68806-0 0058 Tz
Therefore the affinity of the reaction is positive but 
decreases with increasing temperature.
Also lo sK p  = 6 9 2 6 0  - h 7 S l o * T  - 2 ' 5  taking the values fo r  the conshanh 
~ 4 S 7 T  0 ^ 2 6
50a = 3 3





there fore} with increasing temperature^ which results in /og K p
becoming less^the partial pressure of the SO will become less2
resulting in the less rapid removal of the sulphur vapour from
othe system. Calculating K for 900 C the value obtained isP 0
Kp = //£ *  10s This means that even at 900 C the amount of SO
is very high; in fact it must be practically 1 00$ assuming, 
of course, only SOg, Og and S present.
Thus if X  * p a r t i a l  p ress u re  of  S02
then I --X p a r t i a l  p r e s s u r e  o t Qj
/ - s* p a r t i a l  p r e s s u r e  of- 6 vapour  
*  3 /V2 x/0 f == /
This means that whenever the sulphur is liberated from the
FeSg it will be rapidly oxidised t6 SOg when the temperature
is such that the velocity of reaction is high.
FeS which results from the decomposition of the FeS2 will
be oxidised to Feto® •2 3
The equation representing the reaction may be as follows:- 
4-FeS * 70% 2 i’4 $ 0 2 + 4 7 2 2 4 0  calor ies
: .2 /$T  = 14X11-94 +7*&96)-(2>;23 30*4x989)MoUKheal' FeS' 1' 94'
./0-3* “ " M " " * 0- /w Q ’ 6-96
/3 = .£/£ =0-0/78 S o2 - 9-89
T
Q  *  Q „ +  0  / 7 8 T S 
4 7 2 ,2 4 0 • Q 0 * - 0 1 7 8 * 2 9 2 *
.•.e0 = 4 7 2 , 2 4 0 - / 4 9 7  = 4 7 0 7 4 3
A  =  Q 6 -  0/7 8 T *
= 470,743 - 0/7872 
the affinity of the reaction is very positive but falls off
owith increasing temperature though at 900 C it i s still very 
large, namely A = 446,250*<
Also log K s 4 7 0 7 4 3  _  3 ̂ / ’7S lo^ T - 6 ' Q  s 2C . where x ^ p e r h a lp r e s s
* S 7 T  f a y  F * )  ,V 2 / /— X  */&«/•/•/./ f ints
F o r T =  9 0 0 °C = 1173’A T. ofi ^
(otK = 70 86 . . Kb = 9 4  x/0T° = X* ’ v - /d /> p  ( , . x ) r  ■ -X  -  I
Consequently even at 900°C the reaction will proceed rapidly to
the right. At low temperature it will also go in the same
direction with equally great tendency but the velocity of
the reaction will drop off at very low temperatures.
The sulphur dioxide formed by the oxidisation of the sulphur
and the FeS will, in turn, be oxidised to sulphur trioxide.
This reactionjUnlike the preceding ones^is greatly affected
by the presence of certain substances which act as accelerators
or catalysts. The reaction itself is slow, that is, the rate
of reaction is slow but this is considerably altered by
certain substances. Platinum is the most efficient
catalyst as its optimum temperature for rapid "conversion” of
the SOo to SO is at a temperature at which SO* is stable in 3 3
the presence of Og. a^so a catalyst^in that it
accelerates the formation of S0_ but unlike Platinum it alsoo
combines with the SO^ to form ferric eulphate so that to get
the maximum yield of S0_ we must have a temperature at whicho
ferric sulphate is slightly dissociated. All that is
necessary is that the SO pressure of dissociation be the3
same as that of the SO^ partial pressure in the gases. Un­
fortunately from an efficiency point of view this temperature
lies above the range of maximum stability of SO •3
Using the first approximation of the Nernst Heat Thea*em
the variation of the equilibrium constant with temperature &
can be obtained/from this the degree of dissociation of SO3
at various temperatures can be calculated.
The equation of the reaction is 2S0 + 0 2S0 + 45,280
3 calories
Taking Q = 44,610 calories and using this first in the Nernst o
Equation we have * 446/0 _  h 7 5 L o $ T ' - 2  4'
4 " 5 7 T
Now let x = degree of dissociation of SO5
x
then 1 - x = amount of SO . and x = amount of SO and *5 = amount
3 2 0 f  o .
From this - / " X  = /--X
3 h X . + D C + - f  /  +JZL
so
x (/*4L)
• = //-*>*_ y ( /  + * ) 2V 2  ̂ 4f-;
O ' - f T  *'
= ( l - 2 x  + x ) ( l  + j r ) 2 _ z -  3*  + * : 3
'  ^ ----
/e.
.*, when K is very large the first two terms can be neglectedP
and we have K p ~=-3 so that dissociation
is negligible# From the following table it will be seen 
othat under 400 C^K is very large and consequently atP
temperatures below 400°C dissociation of SO is negligible.o
The results obtained from the above equations are set 
out in Table 10 and graphically in Figure 12.
Table 10.
Temp Temp. log Kp. Percentage dissociation


















The only remaining reaction which which need receive
any special consideration is that of the decomposition of




FegP3 + 3S03 Feg (S04 ) 3 + 128,700 calories.
The percentage decomposition of ferric sulphate or the pressure 
of the S0_ formed at various temperatures can he calculatedu
from the Nernst equation. For the decomposition of the 
sulphate the value of log^Q *s Siven by following
equation
log.,,, K = -128700 + 3 x 1.75 log. T + 3 X 3.510 P 3757T
3 log,PS03
In Table 11 wre given the results of obtained for 
different values of T. From these values the pressure 
and also the percentage decomposition have been computed





°A.T. lo g io  Kp
log P P




600 873 -8 .6 2 3 .11  0.0013 1.0 .13
650 923 -4.44 2 .52  0 .033 25 .2 3 .3
700 973 -2 .7 5 9 7.08 0.120 91.2 12.0
750 1023 -1 .3 1 7 7.561 0 .364 276.0 36.4
800 1073 +0.30 0.010 = 1.00 ==760.0 ^100
At temperatures in the neighbourhood of 600°C the vapour
pressure of SO^ from the dissociation of the ferric sulphate
is appreciable so that at a temperature of approximately
550°C it will begin to decompose. At temperatures below
this latter figure ferric sulphate will be fomned by the
interaction of ^©2^3 anic* S03 * 80 temperatures below
o550 C the yield of SO,, will be poor.U
The curve for the dissociation of Ferric sulphate in 
relationship to temperature variation is given in Figure 13.
On Figure 14 the curves which have been arrived at 
theoretically are all plotted together having the temperature
axis common to all. This curve shows the fundamental changes 
which/
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which -freek place upon heating FeSg and that these changes have
a real practical bearing is borne out by the curves obtained from
the experimental results.
Whilst these theoretical curves permit of a very satisfactory
qualitative examination of the experimental curves being made^
it is, nevertheless, not possible to derive quantitative data
from them. These curves give the equilibrium conditions as,
temperature varies but say nothing on the very important
subject of the rate of the reactions at the varying temperatures.
For example in the reaction 2SOg-*0g 2S0g the conditions
for SO formation are very suitable at low temperatures 3
according to the data arrived at, yet it is well known in
practice that at temperatures below 300°C very little S0_
is formed even under the best oonditions. Moreover even at
400°C the amount of S0„ would be small if an accelerator,
such as Pt-black, were not adopted in practice.
The probable curves for SOg and S0^ have been drawn in
Fig.14 from a consideration of the calculated data. For
the SOg curve the portion AB will follow in a general way
the dissociation curve for FeSg. Assuming that the FeS readily
oxidised to SOg - the rate of this reaction will Increase
with temperature, so that slope of curve will be greater than
shown - and that no secondary reactionsoccur this curve would
continue as a smooth curve until the system contained only
SOo and Feo0 • However at a temperature around 350°C c 3
the S0o curve will change direction and the quantity of SO « 2
being formed will cease to increase. This is due to the
oxidation of S0rt to SO • Over the portion of the curve2 3
BC, S03 will be formed in large quantity. But at C the
curve will commence to rise again due to the fact that about
450°c the stability of S03 begins to decrease in a marked
manner and as the temperature increases the rate of formation
of S03 decreases faster and faster. Consequently over the
portion of the curve CD, the SO content increases, because
the SO from the oxidation of the FeS will become more and 
more/ 2
more stable with increasing temperature. The exact temperature
at which all the FeS_ will be oxidised to Fe 0„ and oxides of2 2 3
sulphur is difficult to fix, but it will be in the neighbourhood
of 550°C. This temperature will vary with the size of the
pyrites pieces but, in the limit, will approach this figure.
This is borne out in the experimental curves and is further
substantiated by practice, in that, in sulphatising roasting of
copper ores, the maximum optimum temperature is found to be
about 650°C, this latter temperature being high enough to
obtain a large amount of the iron in the state of Fe203 ;
that is^it has all been converted to sulphate and then
decomposed. In the theoretical case - if 550°C be the
temperature at which all FeS is oxidised - there will be a
slight drop in the curve as shown in portion DE. At E the
curve will again commence to rise but not so steeply as
fi>rmerly. This increase -the SOg content comes from the
decomposition of the ferric sulphate. At 600°C this
decomposition is just becoming appreciable and the S03 formed
will, to a very large extent, be decomposed giving rise to SOg.
Theoretically at a temperature of 800°C ferric sulphate will
completely decompose so that above this temperature the SOg
content should rapidly fall off. The exact temperature
of the beginning of this fall and at which there will be no
SO present will vary with the size of the particles. Further 2
as it is not pure oxygen but air which is used in the 
experiments, and also in practice, this point will#be further 
modified by the partial pressure of the nitrogen. The 
portion of the curve ETO shows the change due to the 
decomposition of the ferric sulphate. The theoretical 
curve for the SO, content of the gases can be similarlyO
arrived at. At temperatures below 300°C there will be 
practically no SO^ in the system. At this temperature so3 
will begin to be formed and will increase in amount at an 
increasing/
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increasing rate as the temperature approaches 400°C. But as the
SOg is increasing so also is the amount of Fe^O^ *-n system
increasing. The Feg0g combines with the SOg to form Feg (S04)g
but exactly at what temperature this reaction begins to be
really important, it is difficult to say. It is safe to say
that at 400°C the rate of reaction is becoming quite
appreciable so that from about this temperature up to a
temperature of 600°C,at which temperature the dissociation
of ferric sulphate sets in,there is practically no increase
of the SO- content of the system. Practically all the SO ° 3
which if formed goes into combination with the FeglL* The
portion of the SO curve,marked OP, shows the increase in SO-3 ^
and that marked PQ, the range over which the SOg is going
to ferric sulphate. At Q, the SOg content Increases due
to the dissociation of the sulphate. This amount will
increase with temperature as the rate of dissociating with
increasing temperature is greater than the rate of dissociation of
othe trioxide of sulphur. At about 800 C the amount of SO3
in the system should commence to follesr off but, as explained
previously,the exact location of this point of decrease in
SO , is difficult to fix precisely.3
A comparison of the actual curves obtained by experiment
with the curveion Fig.lfc is of interest. In Figure 4 an
average type of curve is depicted. The condtions were
the rate of air supply, about 1/20 cubic feet of air
per minute and the ore size, 20-50 mesh. Unfortunately in
othis series of experiments 400 G was the lowest temperature at 
which tests were made* The SOg curve shows a flat portion 
from B to C between the temperatures 400°C and 500°C. This 
corresponds with the range of SOg formation. At C the 
curve rises rapidly to D at 550°C. There is no fall from 
D to E but the curve is practically flat. From E at 600°C 
to F at 800°C the curve rises fairly steeply and at E it 
falls/
falls again. The curve for SO also conforms totheO o odeduced curve in that it remains flat from 400 C to 600 C
showing that the SO^ formed is going to ferric sulphate
formation. At 600°C the slope of the curve gradually
increases becoming greater with increasing temperature.
There is no decrease in the rate of S03 formation up to
900°C indicating that the amount of ferric sulphate
undergoing dissociation is still sufficiently great to
cause an increase of the S03 content, although not sufficient
to maintain the high percentage of the S0g content.
The effect of the size of the ore particles upon the
roasting is shown in Figs,5, 6 , End 7. In the experiments
upon which these curves are based the rate of flow of air
into the apparatus was kept constant. In Fig,5 the results
for pieces of ore 1/8” in size are given. The S0g curve
again follows the general type but as the size of the
particles is relatively large^roasting would not take place
uniformly throughout the pieces. Therefore, as would be
expected, the changes are not so marked as equilibrium
conditions are not strictly maintained. The portion BC is
not so flat as in the previous case and the point C is
not clearly marked. Also the point D at 500°C - the point
of completion of roasting - is also indistinctly marked
whilst at F the curve does not fall but simply changes its
direction, rising more slowly. The SO curve continues3
along the zero line to 400°C showing that the little S03
which has been formed from B to C has been sufficient only to
satisfy the sulphate formation reaction. Between 400°C 
o
and 450 C more SO than is required by the fonner reaction3
is available and so free S03 appears in the system. From
P to Q that is from 450°C to 650°C the SO concentration3
remains constant but at 650°C it begins to increase and 
increases with rising temperature due to the dissociation
23.
of the Fdrric sulphate.
In Figure 6 , the results of experiments carried
out on ore of 10 mesh are recorded. In this case
equilibrium conditions appear to be much more closely
approached. The SOg curve shows all the characteristic
portions. AB is due to SOg formation and increases
with temperature. At B the curve rounds into the
o
flat part BC from 350°C to 450 C which is the range of
ooxidation of SO- to SO • At D 550 C, after the rapid 
rise CD the curve changes its slope and the rate of 
S0Q formation being much less rapid and arising fromw othe decomposition of the Ferric sulphate. At 800 C 
the curve ceases to rise, gradually falling away.
The SO^ ctirve starts at 250°C and rises more gradually 
up to the point P at 400°C thus indicating the gradually 
increasing SO content of the system, the aiiount
O
being more than required for sulphate formation between
250°C and 400°C. From 400 C to 550°C the curve is
similar to those derived from the previous experiments, 
oAt 550 C the curve commences to rise this being lower
than in the earlier experiments but nevertheless in
good agreement with the theoretical curve. Moreover 
oat 800 C the slope of the curve becomes less, indicating
a falling-off of the SO formation, arising from the3
dissociation of the sulphate and is thus more in
accordance with complete equilibrium.
Figure 7 shows the results in graphical form for
ore of 100 mesh. In this case, due to the fine state
of division of the ore equilibrium conditions were
very closely approached. The changes of direction in
the curves are much more gradual as would be expected
in true equilibrium conditions. For the SO curve2
the slope is steep over the range of temperature
from 150 C to 250°C but after 250°C it gradually becomes 
less/
less steep as the amount of SO converted to SO2 o
increases. This continues up to a temperature of
o400 C after which the amount of SO in the system again
increases as the optimum temperature of S0^ formation
is passed. At 500°C the rate of SO formation falls2
off because, as previously assumed, all the pyrites is
o ooxidised. Prom 500 C to 750 C the amount of S0^ goes2 oon increasing but not at the same rate as from 400 C
o oto 500 C. From 800 C the concentration of the SOg
in the system gradually falls off decreasing rapidly
with increasing temperature. Similarly the SO
curve follows equilibrium conditions very closely.
The formation of SO begins to show at about 250°C
3
and gradually increases with temperature. From 400°C 
to 500°C the rate of SO fomation just keeps pace with
3
the rate of ferric sulphate formation but at 550° C 
the sulphate begins to dissociate and the curve of the
S0_ concentration gradually increases and becomes
3
osteeper with increasing temperature. At 800 C. the 
curve shows a sudden change of direction and the SO
3
in the system ceases to increase. This is what was 
expected from the calculated data. In this curve, there­
fore, the size of ore and rate of flow of the gases 
are practically correct to give equilibrium conditions.
In Figures 8 , 9 and 10 the effect of varying the 
rate of flow of gases through the system, whilst the 
size of ore was kept constant, is shown. In Figure 8 
the air was passed into the system at the rate of 1/10 cubic 
foot per minute, the size of the ore being 30 mesh.
The SO curve is practically one smooth curve from the
® o o ostart at 300 C to 700 C. Then from 800 C upwards the
curve falls again. The SO curve also shows a differentO
type of curve rising continuously from 300°G to 550°C,
changing direction and rising again to 800°C,at which 
point/
pAint there is another point of inflection in the curve.
It is to be noted that the concentration of SO^ was very
low at the lower temperatures, whilst the concentration
of SO increased over a much larger range of temperature.3 *
The gas concentrations were favourable for a large amount
of conversion of the SO to SO at the optimum temperatures." 3
But while the conditions were good for the gaseous reaction
the speed of the gases appears to have been too high to
allow of the best conditions being established between the
solid and gaseous states. This is also noticeable at 800°C
for whilst the S0o is falling rapidly, the SO is still^ 3
rising quite rapidly in concentration. This means that
odissociation was still quite active above 800 C and that
equilibrium was not established but the rate of dissociation
was not fast enough to keep up to SO concentration of the2
gases.
In FJgure 9 with the gas passing at 1/20 of a cubic foot
per minute, the curve returns to the more general fomn.
For the SO curve the form is similar to that already 2 odiscussed with the exception of a marked break at 650 C
in the direction of the curve. It is difficult to account
for this break and also the one at 550°C. As the 550°C
has persisted throughout all the curves, it seems well
oestablished. The break at 650 C would appear to be
connected with the dissociation of the ferric sulphate
oin this case. It may be that the 650 C marks the end of
the pyrites oxidation in this particular case and that 
othe 550 C point may be due to some slight experimental 
error. With this exception the curve is normal.
The S0_ curve is quite typical of the earlier cases.O
The results of increasing the rate of flow of air into
the apparatus are shown in Figure 10. The SO curve is2
again in good agreement with the previous experiments. The 
o
550 C is very clearly marked in this series of experiments. 
The/
The decrease in the SO concentration from 550°C to
o 2600 C and the sharp change in the curve at the latter
temperature due to the SOg coming from the dissociation
of the sulphate point to the fact that in this region
the oxidation of the pyrites completed itself. The SO
3
concentration curve is normal. The rate of flow seemed
to allow of equilibrium in the heterogeneous system of
gas and solid being approximated to.
In Figures 15 and 16 are shown the variation of
the percentage conversion of S0o to SO in the gases for
*  3
the different sizes of ore and the different rates of
flow of gases in the system respectively. It is to be
noted that whilst the size of the ore did not affect the
maximum percentage conversion to an appreciable extent,
yet with the finer particles of ore conversion took place
at a much lower temperature. On the other hand the
concentration of the air affects the amount of conversion
very appreciably. For high concentration of air very
much better conversion is possible. This is what theory
would lead us to anticipate for^from the law of Mass
Action^the greater the partial pressure of the oxygen, the
greater will be the amount of S0_ formed. By writing the
ordinary equation in the foim ^S05 = k v/ PO
P S 0 2 2  y
fchisis readily observed.
In the Mannheim Contact Plant the oxide shaft which 
carries the iron oxide catalyst is situated adjacent to 
the pyrites burners. It is packed to a depth of about 
7* 6 ” with approximately 2 " lumps of P©g03 ("burnt ore”) . 
To obtain the best results in the oxide shaft?running with 
as high an oxygen content as possible would form the 
best practice.. Actual variations of gas concentration 
on conversion in the oxide shaft have not been studied in 
practice. In ordinary practice all air is drawn through
27.
the burners so that it is not feasible to run with too 
high an P concentration. In general practice the 
S0o content of the burner gas is about 6 to 7$. This 
point is worthy of investigation as in good practice 
about 33$ is the amount of conversion obtainable. It 
might be possible to obtain considerably over 40$ with 
correct concentrations of SO^ and 0^.
Another very important point which is brought out in 
the foregoing experiments is the importance of temperature 
in the formation and dissociation of ferric sulphate.
That the function of the iron oxide is not truly chemical 
in its nature has been shown by the work of Keppeler and 
D ’Ans (Zeit Angew. Chem. 1908. 21 and Zeit physik Chem.
1908, 62.). Their work undoubtedly shows that the
&>3£rioxideAis first formed and then combines with the oxide o f trou; 
so that the physical state of the surface is of great 
importance. Nevertheless the temperature conditions must 
be correct for the formation and dissociation of the ferric 
sulphate. Theoretically what is necessary is,that the 
partial pressure of the S03 in the gas is equal to the 
dissociation tension of the ferric sulphate. If the 
temperature fall below that required to give the correct
dissociation pressure of the S0_ then the gas will be3 }
absorbed by the ferric oxide to forai ferric sulphate.
Moreover, as is seen from the curves, if the S0g
concentration is increased, a higher temperature is
required to bring about a corresponding amount of ferric
sulphate dissociation (Compare Figures 5 and 7j,$he
variation in the size of particles could not alter the
temperature of dissociation of ferric sulphate) • This
point of temperature control of the oxide shaft does not
receive enough attention in practice. In practice I found
othat a temperature of 620 C in the middle of the oxide 
shaft gave better results than one of 590°C on a 6 to 7$
S0j>/
SO content of burner gas.2
No light is shed upon the question of whether increased 
surface will increase the percentage conversion. It is 
probable that the physical state of the surface is of much 
more importance than mere area of surface, as is the case 
with the platinum contact.
Where sulphatising roasting is the object in view,
othen the temperature must not exceed 600 C if ferric 
sulphate is wanted. But if the iron is desired in the 
state of oxide as is the case Axi certain sulphatising 
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400 25.3 0.079 27.6 56.8 0.030 8.40
480 25.0 0.080 27.9 57.5 0.030 8.40
500 24.8 0.081 28.3 57.4 0.031 8.65
550 20.0 0.096 33.5 67.8 0.031 8.65
600 19.8 0.097 33.9 68.4 0.032 8.93
650 17.2 0.105 36.7 73.6 0.032 8.93
700 16.4 0.107 37.4 75.2 0.032 8.93
750 15.0 0.112 39.2 78.3 0.033 9.20
800 10.3 0.127 44.8 90.0 0.043 12.00
850 11.7 0.123 43.0 88.9 0.049 13.60
900 11.7 0.123 43.0 89.7 0.061 16.75
30.
TABLE II.
Vol.of gas Vol. of Vol.of % SO % SO, % Conversion Temperature 
aspirated. S0_ SO 2 of SOo to of furnace.
CCS. aCCS. 3CCS . so3. •
oo
500 27.6 8.40 5.15 1.5J6 23.4 400
500 27.9 8.40 5.20 1.56 23.2 450
500 28.3 8.65 5.27 1.60 23.4 500
500 33.5 8.65 6.18 1.59 20.5 550
500 33.9 8.93 6.24 1.64 20.8 600
500 36.7 8.93 6.74 1.64 19.6 650
500 37.4 8.93 6.85 1.63 19.3 700
500 39.2 9.20 7.15 1.68 19.0 750
500 44.8 12.00 8.05 2.16 21.2 800
500 43.0 13.60 7.74 2.45 24.0 850
500 43.0 16.75 7.70 3.00 28.1 900
31.
TABLE III.
Vol.of gas Vol.of Vol.of $S0p $S03 ^Conversion Temp, of 
aapirated S02 SO SO to SO, furnace.
CCS. CCS. c c b . 2 C.
500 14.3 Trace 2.79 - - 150
500 15.7 Trace 3.14 - - 200
500 18.5 Trace 3.70 - - 250
500 19.1 Trace 3.82 - - 300
500 19.7 Trace 3.94 - - 350
500 20.6 Trace 4.12 - - 400
500 23.2 6.1 4.80 1.13 21 450
500 25.8 6.2 4.85 1.17 19.4 500
500 26.0 6.2 4.90 1.17 19.3 550
500 29.75 6.2 5.32 1.16 17.3 600
500 32.3 6.1 6.00 1.13 15.9 650
500 33.1 6.5 6.15 1.20 16.4 700
500 38.7 9.3 7.06 1.70 19.4 750
500 41.4 9.9 7.50 1.80 19.3 800
500 42.1 11.7 7.62 2.12 21.8 850
500 43.7 13.6 7.84 2.44 23.8 900
TABLE IV.
Vol. of gas 
aspirated.





C C S  •
%so2 #S°3 % Conversion





500 18.6 Trace 3. 59 - - 150
500 19.2 Trace 3.70 - - 200
500 23.7 Trace 4.42 - - 250
500 25.1 5.8 4.66 1.09 18.8 300
500 26.8 6.7 5.04 1.26 20.0 350
500 26.9 7.9 5.05 1.48 22.8 400
500 27.2 8.2 5.07 1.53 23.2 450
500 29.75 8.3 5.17 1.55 23.0 500
500 34.2 8.7 6.30 1.60 20.2 550
500 34.7 9.1 6.40 1.68 20.8 600
500 36.3 9.1 6.66 1.67 20.0 650
500 37.8 10.4 6.90 1.90 19.6 700
500 40.7 12.3 7.36 & .2 2 23.2 750
500 46.1 15.7 8.23 2.80 25.4 800
500 46.6 17.8 8.28 3.16 27.7 850









































































































































aspirated. so2 S0S 0 SOg to furn?A _CCS. CCS. CCS • °c ,
720 16.9 Trace 2.3 - - 300
700 26.7 Trace 3.68 - - 350
675 36.8 10.8 5.10 1.49 22.7 400
660 36.3 11.2 5.13 1.58 23.6 450
610 34.1 11.0 5.21 1.68 24.4 500
578 38.7 10.4 6.16 1.66 21.2 550
525 35.6 9.95 6.27 1.75 21.8 600
494 38.6 9.4 7.12 1.74 19.6 650
481 38.9 9.38 7.35 1.77 19.4 700
436 36.6 9.15 7.6 1.90 20.0 750
387 34.5 8.9 8.68 2.06 20.5 800
291 26.2 7.95 7.98 2.42 23.3 850
268 23.3 8.36 7.79 2.79 26.4 000
TABLE VIII.
Vol.of gas Vol.of Vol.of % SO % SO % Conversion Temp, of 
aspirated. SO SO 2 3 SO to SO Furnace
ccs. ccs. ccs.3 2 5
480 14.9 Trace 3.02 - - 300
472 21.35 Trace 4.35 - - 350
470 27.7 Trace 5.58 - - 400
420 25.6 3.78 5.70 0.84 12.9 450
390 24.4 4.13 5.83 0.99 14.5 500
375 28.3 4.10 6.95 1.00 12.7 550
312 23.1 4.47 6.81 1.32 16.4 600
295 23.3 4.28 7.23 1.32 15.6 650
234 19.4 3.40 7.55 1.32 15.0 700
196 17.1 3.50 7.87 1.62 17.0 750
150 13.6 2.88 8.17 1.73 17.5 800
112 10.1 2.33 8.10 1.87 18.7 850
86 7.74 2.20 8.06 2.40 22.0 900
ta a o o  o o a  n o n  o a  0 0 0 . 4
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A Study of the Effect of High Temperature upon the 
Constitution of Steel.
The wide variation in the results obtained by different 
workers in the fields of mechanical and physical testing of 
heat-treated steels is well known* In many cases these 
differences can be accounted for by the variations in the 
treatment* In impact test figures, especially of the low 
carbon steels, the figures obtained show this in a very marked 
manner* Knowing how difficult it is to heat-treat the low 
carbon steels and so bring about much change in their constit­
ution, and if heating above the A 3 line brings about homogeneity 
of structure, it is most difficult to account for these wide 
variations in the figures obtained unless on the probable 
grounds of grain size*
With a view to throwing some light upon the very great 
inconsistencies of the figures obtained from the impact tests 
a series of experiments was designed* In drawing up the scheme 
of work, particular care was given to the heat treatment so 
that as wide a variety of structures as possible might be 
obtained* By such a scheme it was hoped to be able to correlate 
impact value with micro-structure*
content*Three steels of varying oarbonAand low in manganese were 
selected* The steels were of crucible manufacture and in the 
form of rolled bars, one inch in diameter* The analyses of the 
steels are given in Table I*
Table I*
Sample Mo* Carbon* Manganese* Sulphur* Phosphorus* Silicon. 
A* 0*22 0*08 0*03 0*03 0*15
B* 0*48 0*18 0*03 0*03 0*11
C* 0*71 0*15 0*03 0*03 0*10
The bars were cut into five-indh lengths and heat treated 
before machining* The test piece was of the usual Izod form,
10 m*m* square, with a 46 degree notch, 2 m*m* deep and a 
radius/
38.
radius at the bottom of the V of 0*25 m.m.
The treatments at 1100°C. were carried out in a large 
gas-fired Richmond furnace and the specimens were packed tn 
bone ash in an iron box to minimise oxidation. The temperature 
of the furnace was measured by means of a Cambridge optical 
pyrometer. All other treatments were carried out in silica 
tube electric furnaces of the resistance type, and the temper­
ature was measured by means of a Platinum, Platinum-Iridium 
thermocouple and indicator, the couple having been standardised 
before use. The heat treatment given to the individual bars 
is shown in Table II.
Table II.
No.of sample.
A1 )B1 ) All soaked at 1100°C. for 3 hours and then allowed
Cl ) to cool very slowly in the furnace.
oA2 Treated as above; then re-heated to 780 C. for 20
minutes and cooled in the furnace.
B2 Treated as above, then re-heated to 730°C. for 20
minutes and cooled in the furnace.
C2 Treated as above, then re-heated to 710°C. for 20
minutes and cooled in the furnace.
A3 )
B3 ) All soaked at 1100°C* for 3 hrs. as above specimens;
C3 ) then tempered at 650°C. for 12 hours.
A4 Oil-hardened from 870°C« and tempered at 05O°C.
for half an hour-
B4 Oil-hardened from 810°C. and tempered at 650oc*
for half an hour*
C4 Oil-hardened from 770°C. and tempered at 650°C.
for half an hour.
A5 Oil-hardened from 870°C. and tempered at 05O°C.
for 12 hours.
B5 Oil-hardened from 810°C. and tempered at 650°C.
for 12 hours.
C5 Oil-hardened from 770°C. and tempered at 850°C.
for 12 hours.
The treatments fell into two wide groups; one in which 
the steels after soaking for 3 hours at 1100°C. were slowly 
cpoled and then, either tested in that state, or re-heated to 
20°C* below the upper ofttical point for 20 minutes or to 650°C. 
for 12 hours; the second group in which the steels were oil- 
hardened from 50°C* above the upper critical point and tempered 
either at 650OC. for % an hour or at 650°C. for 12 hours. The





No e 1. Micro-structure.No.
A1 ) Soaked at 6 i S i  6b 8 1. Ferrite grains with
i 1100°C. for Pearlite at the
) 3 hrs and boundaries.
B1 ) furnace 3i 2i 4i 3i 2* Large Pearlite grains
) cooled* and massive ferrite at
) the boundaries.
Cl ) 1 i l l 3* Lammelar Pearlite in large
) grains, with massive
) ferrite at the boundaries.
A2 ) Soaked at 10 10 10 10 Very similar to No* 1*
) 1100°C.for
) 3 hours.
B2 ) Reheated 2* 1b l i  2 4* Coarse structure, ferfits




C2 ) 6b 7b 5b 6b - Similar to micro.4 but
) more pearlite*







2b ii li 2 — Similar to micro*2.
) 12 hours.C3 ) 5b 5 4i 5 - Similar to micro.5*
A4 ) O.H.from 89 90 - 90 5* Ferrite grains with weil-
> 50 C* above distributed pearlite.
>
B4 ) Tempered 10 2£|19 20 6. Well distributed ferrite
) 8505C. for and pearlite in small
) 30 minutes. grains.C4 ) 8b 8i 7i 8 7. Finely distributed ferrite
) and pearlite.
A5 ) O.H*frora 96 96 96 96 Similar to mlcro.5.
> 50oC-above
) AC3 ;
B5 j Tempered 16 16 14 16 - Similar to micro*6*
) 650°C.for
) 12 hours.
ce ) 8* 8ill£ 9 - Similar to micro.7.
The results obtained from the impact tests and from micro­
examination are stated in tabular form in table III. The average 
impact figure is the average of the three results obtained for 
each specimen. In all cases the agreement between the three 
results was remarkably close. The impact results are also 
represented graphically in figure 1.
49*
The outstanding feature of the results is the marked groups 
into which they fall and these groups appear to depend only upon 
the initial treatment. Those steels which were soaked at 1100°C. 
and slowly cooled continued to give low impact values even after 
tempering for 12 hours at 850°C., and, still more remarkable, 
even after heating to within 20°C. of the upper critical point.
On the other hand the steels which were taksn Just above the 
change point gave good results and tempering for a long time did 
not improve their value. It is worthy of note that the results 
obtained by Dr Hatfield for a series of carbon steels normalised 
from 50°C. above the upper critical point gave almost identical 
results to those obtained in the above table for 611-hardening.
(See Journ.I. & S.Inst. W.of Scot.V61.XXVIII Pt.5). It is further 
to be noted that as the carbon content increases the difference 
between the two groups becomes less. This is not surprising as 
the quantity of carbide of iron being high only very small impact 
figures can be expected.
The wide difference between the results of the low carbon 
steel in the two groups could not be attributed to difference in 
grain size. This can be seen by comparing photo-micrographs 1 
and 5* On careful examination it was observed that in the low 
carbon steels which had been heated to 1100°C., the pearlite was 
somewhat divorced and that many of the grains were surrounded, 
or partly surrounded, by a film of carbide of iron. In photo­
micrograph Bo.8 is shown one of these carbide films.
The effect of high temperature is still further exemplified 
in the oase of steel castings. These, owing to the slow rate of 
cooling, develop the effect of the high temperature in a marked 
degree and in an impact test give about 3 ft* lbs as an average 
value. Heating such a casting of 0.27?C. content to 9oO°C. and 
cooling in the furnace gave a value of 8.5 ft. lbs whilst heating 
a second time to 900°C. and cooling in air gave 27 ft. lbs. The 
effect of the double annealing has been to break down the carbide 
films, two treatments accomplishing this more effectively than one. 
This/
This is clearly shown in photomicrographs Nos. 9, 10, 11.
That the separation of a film of iron carbide at the 
grain boundaries may be of far-reaching industrial 
importance was revealed by the examination of some boiler 
plate failures. A number of these showed distinct 
boundaries of iron carbide round the grains. Figure 12 
shows one typical case, its carbon content being 0.18$ 
carbon, and the sulphur phosphorus and manganese normal.
The next problem was to investigate the formation of 
these boundary films. Do they form at high temperatures 
or do they separate when passing through the Ar-̂  point?
From the impact results?in relation to their'treatment^it 
would appear most probable, that they are formed at 
elevated temperatures*
Three specimens were cut off the same base as those 
used for the impact experiments. The specimens were 
approximately i ,f in thickness* These were put into a 
double tube electric resistance furnace, the inner tube 
of which was of Royal Berlin Porcelain* One end of the
furnace was connected to a TBpler pump. To the other
end was attached a closed glass vessel containing iodine, 
there being a glass stop-cock between the vessel and the 
furnace* The specimens were placed in the centre of the 
furnace and the tube evacuated. The furnace was heated 
to 1100°G, the temperature being measured by a thermo­
couple, and maintained at this temperature for six hours, 
a high vacuum being maintained throughout the experiment. 
The vessel containing the iodine was warmed,^all air was 
displaced by iodine vapour before coupling to the furnace —  
then the stop-cock was opened and the iodine allowed to 
pass into the furnace. The specimens were immediately 
quenched in water. In the first attempts the iodine 
etching/
etching was overdone but latterly good results were attained.
Figs.13 and 14 show the results obtained for the steels
containing 0.22$C and 0.48$C respectively. The high
temperature configuration is clearly marked.
Without in any way interfering with the etching,
these specimens were replaced in the cold furnace. The
o
furnace was again evacuated and then heated to 650 C.
This temperature was maintained for four hours and the
specimens cooled in the furnace. Photomicrographs Nos.
15 and 16 show the results obtained. In Fig.15 the
recrystallisation is clearly seen. It is also to be
noted that in the black portions designating the high
temperature boundaries the carbide is distinctly segregated.
It is balled up to a certain extent but this no doubt has
arisen from the rather prolonged soaking. The reason for
the prolonged tempering was that in some other experiments
on the same steels it was found difficult to get the carbide
to separate in short periods of tempering. In Fig.16
there is also evidence of carbide at the original boundaries
but it is very much less evident and is much more distributed
throughout the mass. In photomicrograph No.17 is shown
the result obtained by heating a piece of the 0.22$ C. steel
in a crucible, packed in lime and having the lid luted on.
oThe specimen was heated to 1050 C for 3 hours, and then 
slowly cooled in air. Before being polished the specimen 
was cut into two portions and the cut face of one piece was 
used for micro examination. Again the carbide boundaries 
are very clearly marked.
Repeating the above experiment with a piece of the 0.48$ C 
steel produced a most remarkable structure as shown in 
photomicrograph No. 18. The micro has the appearance of 
a 0.71$ C. steel and it was thought that a mistake in the
specimen treated had been made. An analysis of some drillings/
drillings taken from the specimen showed it to be 0.48$C
carbon. Another specimen of the same steel was heated in
a similar manner but on this occasion it was soaked at 
o1050 C for 15 minutes. The micrographical appearance 
of this specimen was very different from the previous 
specimen. In this case the specimen appeared patchy, 
some parts appearing as in Figure 18, but in others a 
large amount of ferrite and coarse pearlite appeared.
Fig.19 shows a typical field of the specimen. These 
experiments appear to be substantial proof of the statement 
made by Andrew and his collaborators (Journ. of Iron and 
Steel Inst. 1920. No.l.) to explain the dilatation curves 
of the carbon steela. In the case in point, by subjecting 
the 0.48$ C steel to a prolonged soaking at 1050°C all 
the iron carbide has become dissociated, whereas on heating 
for a shorter period, the dissociation has not been complete. 
Upon cooling in the first pl»ee the carbide particles which 
separate do not have time to coalesce into large colonies of 
massive cementite whereas in the second case where dissociation 
and diffusion have not been completed, more massive cementite 
occurs. The dissociation can be written in the form of 
an equation
(Fe C) = x Fe C. where x is most probably 
3 x 3
equal to 4, this figure being supported by theoretical
calculation and by X-ray analysis.
Further evidence in favour of the view of the
dissociation was obtained from thermal analysis. A specimen
of the 0.22$C steel was heated to 880°C and the cooling
curve was determined using a platinum, platinum-iridium
thermocpuple and a Tinsley Potentiometer. The Av3
and Ay points occurred at 830°C and 700°C respectively.
o
The same specimen was heated to 1000 C and maintained at 
this temperature for two hours. The cooling curve was 
determined/
determined as before but this time Aw^ ppint occurred 
at 825°C whereas the Av^ point occurred at 700°C as 
formerly. Both curves were repeated a second time*
The curves are shown in Fig.2. In this case the 
prolonged at 1000°C has caused complete dissociation and 
diffusion of the carbide and this finely dispersed carbide 
has lowered the initial change point by 5°C.
The formation of the cementite layer at the boundary 
of the high temperature crystals would appear to depend 
upo» the dissociation of the carbide molecules and then 
the migration of the dissociated molecules to the boundaries. 
Actually it would not be necessary for the molecule Fe C 
to move as a whole to the boundary but merely for the 
carbon atom to change its position. It is the general 
opinion, at present, that the carbon atom is outside of 
the lattice of the iron atoms but ad Andrew has shown 
(Journ. Royal Technical College, Vol.2.) it may very 
possibly be attached to the corner atoms, a view also 
shared by Foley (Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng. Oct. 1925.)
Langmuir has suggested that in a crystalline element 
such as, for instance, a metal, the surface tends to adsorb 
a layer of gas one atom or one molecule thick. This 
surface adsorption is due to the fact that every crystalline 
substance possesses a particular space lattice arrangement 
of the atoms within the crystal. If it is imagined that 
a large number of crystals belonging to the cubic system 
are joined together, the atoms within the centre of the mass 
will be bound together by chemical bonds or valencies to 
the atoms equidistant from it in the cube. At the surface, 
however, the outer layer being missing, the surface atoms 
will possess a certain number of free valencies and will, 
therefore, attract to themselves any foreign surrounding 
atoms.
According to the Langmuir method of regarding chemical 
combination, Iron carbide, Fe^C, should have two free 
valencies per molecule, or in other words, it will have 
two electrons too few to complete the outer ring of 
electrons. Moreover the face-centred lattice of iron can 
be considered as two interpenetrating cube lattices and in 
the limit we shall have one isolated cube in which each atom 
will have one quarter of its valencies unsaturated by other 
atoms. It seems most probable, therefore, that the dissoc­
iated molecules of iron carbide, or the carbon atom as such, 
will tend to migrate to the free surfaces of the iron crystals, 
forming a layer of carbide of iron.
The data for the special steels also support this view. 
According to Langmuir, nickel is saturated with regard to 
its electronic configuration, and will thus possess no free 
valencies. It will consequently show no tendency to migrate 
to the crystal boundaries, and should, therefore, not inter­
fere with the carbide segregation, excepting in so much, as 
it will probably alter the conditions of diffusion# This is 
actually so, nickel steels behaving more or less like carbon 
steels.
Chromium, on the other hand, possesses four free valencies, 
and will therefore tend to migrate to the grain boundaries 
even more than the carbide of iron. It is most probable that 
the double carbide of chromium and iron breaks down above the 
critical point into iron carbide and free chromium. That this 
is so is evident upon taking the heating curve of a quenched 
chromium steel. An enormous evolution of heat is observed 
(at about 05OOC*), this being undoubtedly due to the formation 
of the chromium carbide on tempering, the quenched steel con­
taining the Chromium, as such, in solution. The analytical 
work of Andrew and Hyman (journ. of W.of Scot.Iron and Steel 
Institute Vol. XXXI) gives further support to this view. A 
corollary, which, of necessity, arises from this view, is that,
36.
if sufficient chromium be added to the steel then, by suitable 
heat treatment, each grain can be surrounded by a thin layer 
of chromium and so give to the steel the passive qualities 
of chromium* Thus the rustless property of the 12 per cent* 
chromium steels can be explained upon this view*
Another method of viewing the formation of the carbide 
of iron film is from the standpoint of thermodynamics* Willard 
ffibbs and Kelvin showed independently from thermodynamic reason­
ing that if a dissolved substance had the property of lowering 
the surface tension of a solution, the substance would exist 
at a higher concentration in the surface layer than in the 
bulk of the solution* This can be expressed mathematically
thus:- U = - 0 « do-
RT dc
where U = concentration of substance at 
the surface in gms* per sq*cm*
C * concentration of solute in solution*
T = temperature on Absolute Scale*
R = gas constant*
s surface tension*
Now as C, R and T are all positive the sign, and, therefore
whether positive or negative adsorption is obtained, depends
upon the differential coefficient dtr* a  certain amount of
dc
experimental proof of this equation has been obtained in 
recent years in the realms of organic chemistry by Lewis,
Donnan, and others* It is quite conceivable that the concen­
tration of the film at the boundary might exceed saturation 
and precipitation take place* It has not been shown whether 
the carbide of iron is actually deposited at a high temperature 
due merely to an excessive concentration at the boundary sur­
faces or whether precipitation is caused by the alteration of 
the saturation value on cooling. That it is possible to have 
excessive adsorption and so overstepping the solubility of the 
solute has been shown by Ramsden (Zeit.phys.Chem. 47, 336) for
solutions of soap, albuaen, and certain dyestuffs. it has
47.
also been shown that if two solutes are present, that which 
lowers the surface tension to the greater degree is the one 
which forms the surface film. Of course the above equation 
cannot be applied to cases in which excessive adsorption result­
ing in precipitation, occurs*
Although it is not possible, at present, to apply thermo­
dynamical considerations to metallurgical problems of this kind 
yet, in a qualitative way this view of the subject is beginning 
to receive attention* Giolitti has used it to account for the 
influence of manganese on liquid steel (J*of Iron and Steel Inst* 
1923, No*2)* It can be applied to account for the carbide of 
iron films in the low carbide steels and also to explain the 
results of Andrew on the effects of phosphorus on impact brittle­
ness (N*E* Coast Inst* Eng* and Ship. 1920).
The formation of films of the carbide of iron at the grain 
boundaries of the low carbon steels depends upon two factors.
First it is necessary for the dissociation of the complex carbide 
molecule; then the simple carbide molecule, or, more probably, 
the carbon atom diffuses to the grain boundaries at which it 
increases in concentration* Consequently there exists here a 
chain of oarbon atoms attached to the iron atoms and, when 
separation takes place, a film of carbide of iron exists where 
the original high temperature boundary existed* Prolonged soaking 
at a high temperature brings about these results. In this way a 
large number of the irregular results obtained in impact testing 
can be very satisfactorily accounted for*
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A Study of the Constitution of the Copper-Zinc Alloys*
The copper-zinc alloys have received much attention from 
research workers, no doubt because of the industrial importance 
of the copper rich alloys* Further interest has been added to 
this system by the rediscovery in 1911 by Carpenter and 
Edwards (1) of the critical point at 4,?6)C* (previous found by 
Roberts-Austin (2)) in alloys containing the beta constituent* 
Thie** interpretation of this change point was that the beta 
constituent broke down into the adjacent phases, alpha and 
gamma, thus being in the nature of a eutectoid change*
In 1914 Hudson (3) put forward very strong evidence in 
favour of the view that the change at 470°C* was of a poly­
morphic nature, the beta constituent changing into what he 
termed beta dash*
I£mai (4) at a later date pointed out that 470°C* change, 
which he found took place over a range of temperature, was of 
a non-allotropic nature and of the same type as the Ag change 
in iron as expressed by Honda (5)*
In view of the great divergence of opinion in regard to 
the nature of the 470°C* change in the beta constituent it 
was decided to commence investigations at the copper end of 
the series, paying particular attention to the beta constituent, 
and, if results warranted it, to extend the investigation to 
comprise alloys of composition varying right across the 
system*
Electrolytic Potential*
The method of study selected was Electrolytic Potential 
measurements*
Theoretical*
The theoretical aspect of this subject has received much 
consideration from physicists with the result that it can be 
used with a fair amount of confidence* Kelvin and also 
Helmholz showed that the type of reaction involved in the 
development/
2
development of an electrolytic potential belonged to the 
Second Law of Thermodynamics from which the general equation 
of
E - U = is derived where E * the external workdT
done by the current, and U « the heat of reaction* This 
equation has been shown to hold in many instances, but it is 
of no real value as integration is necessary before the 
electromotive foroe can be obtained from thermal data*
Nernst (6) furthered the theoretical aspect of the subject 
by treating the matter from the ionic standpoint* His treatment 
not only simplified theoretical calculations^but also gave a 
picture of the mechanism of electrolytic potential phenomena* 
According to Nernst,all metals possess the property which he 
called "solution pressure," which tends to drive the positively 
charged ions of the metal into the surrounding solution* If 
the surrounding solution already contains ions of the same 
metal then these ions in the solution exert am opposing force, 
for these ions having an osmotic pressure will tend to be 
deposited at the surface of the metal giving a back e*m*f*
When there are just as many ions leaving the metal (or elec­
trode) under the influence of the "solution pressure" ae 
there are being deposited upon it by the effect of the osmotic 
pressure, then there will be a state of equilibrium set up, 
and consequently the electro-motive force between the elec­
trode and the solution will be zero* In all other cases there 
will be an electro-motive force between the electrode and the 
solution* Ions will pass either from the electrode to the 
solution resulting in the electrode being negatively charged 
with respect to the solution, or, conversely, from the solution 
to the electrode when the latter will become positively charged* 
In either case only a very few ions will flow before equilibrium 
is established between the electrode with its electrical field 




Prom the above, it will be seen that it is not difficult 
to derive an equation, based upon the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics 
similar to that obtained for osmotic pressure* This equation 
was derived by Nernst and is as follows:-
E = R*T« log* £
n .P  F
where n » valency of the ion 
p = osmotic pressure 
and f  = solution pressure 
or expressing p and P as concentration factors*
E = gsX- log^ 2 . 
n.P. C
where c = concentration of metallic ions in 
solution*
and C corresponds to P in above equation*
As will be observed from the above equations.P and C
have no real physical meaning* If a compound cell is used
in which the electrodes are of the same material,then, in
the algebraic sum of the "cell" values, the P or C will
cancel out* For example, if an electrode of silver is
dipping into fi AgfiOg in one half cell and another silver
electrode is dipping into fi_ AgNO* in another half cell then
10
the total E*M*F* from the cell will be
E » fiX loSe 4 + BX log- S.2 111013 and Cr> arenf oi a? 0
the ionic concentrations in the respective solutions and C
is the ionic concentration of the electrode, or
E * fiX l°Se ,22* 1° cases where the electrodes are dissimilar
nF "oi
then the more complex condition prevails but matters can be
simplified by keeping one half cell a constant in any series
of measurements. For this purpose the Hydrogen cell or the 
Calomel! cell Can be utilised* Although the value of both 
of these cells is fairly accurately known yet the indeter­
minate and physically meaningless quantity of "solution 
pressure" still remains* It is obviously this factor in 
the equation which will determine the type of curve obtained 
in alloy measurements' in which the electrolyte is kept a 
constant*
In/
In the study of the constitution of alloys the con­
stituents of the alloy may exist in the fundamental states, 
namely (a) the constituents may be completely insoluble in 
each other and so form a mechanical mixture, (b) the con­
stituents may be mutually soluble in each other when a solid 
solution results and (c) the constituents may form an inter- 
metallic compound when the chemical identity of each is lost* 
The typical electrolytic potential curves for the three cases 
may easily be derived* Por case (a) it is the constituent of 
the mixture which has the greatest * solution pressure* in the 
electrolyte that is registered in the P*D* value, that is, 
the more active or less noble metal under the conditions of 
the experiment* Laurie (7) showed this in a very pretty 
manner by taking a piece of copper and embedding in its 
surface a very small piece of zinc and measuring the P*D* 
■Cgxtwwh1 k  zjazKxscaoft in solution* The mere speck of
zinc registered its electrolytic potential, not the large mass 
of copper as might have been expected* Consequently in the 
case where we have two insoluble phases so long as these 
persist with the changing composition then the electrolytic 
potential throughout the whole system will be invariable*
In case (b) a different state of affairs exists. In a solid 
solution it would appear from X-ray studies and other consider­
ations, that, at least in the majority of cases, if not in 
all, the solute atoms take up a position in the lattice of 
the solvent atoms (8)* As the amount of solute is Increased 
the concentration of the solvent will be decreased* This will 
result in the concentration-electrolytic potential cruve being 
logarithmic in form* Moreover any alloy in a series of 
completely miscible binary alloys must have an electrolytic 
potential less than that of the more active constituent*
Case (c) presents a state of affairs in which the result 
cannot be predicted* If the compound can exist as such in 
solution in the electrolyte then it will exfcpt its own 
•solution pressure,* and its presence in a series of alloys
will be marked by a break in the concentration-electrolytic 
potential curve.
Whilst the views of Nernst serve as a background upon
which to build some crude type of mental picture of the
mechanism of electrolytic potential it has been fairly
(9)
conclusively shown by Rideal that it lacks true meaning 
in spite of agreement between calculated and observed 
results• Richardson from thermoionic emission and electrical 
conductivity determinations has shown that the number of 
free electrons per oeat. volume is practically the same for 
all metals. He has also shown, as has Milliken and others, 
that the electron affinity is a characteristic of a metal and 
Rideal (9) has shown that there is a distinct relationship 
between the electron affinity and the electrolytic potential. 
Over against these views upon the subject^Butler (10) has 
treated the subject of electrolytic potential from the kenetic 
standpoint and finds good agreement with Nernstfs views.
Although the true meaning of electrolytic potential is 
still unknown, yet with care in interpretation, the results 
of an investigation, based upon the earlier views of Nernst, are 
capable of yielding valuable information on the constitution 
of alloys.
Not only is a potential difference developed at the metal/ 
liquid junction but a similar state of affairs results at all 
liquid/liquid junctions. Generally the latter is of a very 
much smaller order of magnitude than the former but where 
absolute results are required this must be taken into 
consideration. In the constitutional study of alloys 
this factor is constant and can be neglected. Moreover its 
effect can be minimised by employing an intermediate liquid 
such as a solution of ‘ ammonium nitrate, or potassium chloride. 
Exactly in what manner this intermediate solution functions 




The influence of temperature upon the electrolytic 
potential difference is the remaining point to be considered. 
According to the Nernst equation temperature plays an 
important part in determinations of this kind. Meyer (11) 
and also Richards and Daniell (12) found that variation in 
temperature did effect the potential difference values but 
the variation was not of the order of magnitude expected 
from the equation. Actually in the experimental investigation 
it was found that the slight variation in room temperature 
made no difference to the electrolytic potential values. Rideal(9) 
even goes so far as to say that the electrolytic pressure is 
apparently independent of its temperature.
Previous Work. Although the P.D. values for the Copper-Zibnc 
system of alloys have been determined by many workers yet 
the results obtained show a great lack of agreement. This is 
nqt surprising when the complexity of the phenomena involved 
is borne in mind. Moreover little or no attention seems to 
have been given to the state of the surface of the alloys 
used, and yet this is of vital importance. Frequently no 
mention is made of the treatment of the alloy, whether it is 
in the cast or annealed states. The choice of the electrolyte 
received some attention from some workers whilst others showed 
a total lack of consideration of this most important factor.
Probably the oldest work in this field is that of Trowbridge
and Stevens, (13). The object of their investigation was "to
note the variation of E.M.F. in different alloys of the same
metals and to deduce if possible, some general law which governs
the variation." They used as electrodes, lead and the alloy
under investigation and fresh pond water as an electrolyttfe
but did not get satisfying results. Using distilled water,
acidulated with sulphuric acid, they obtained better results,
but as far as the Cu-Zn alloys are concerned, the results were 
far?
far from those found by later workers. Their deduction, 
that the E.M.F. varied as the most soluble metal, is wrong.
The figures which they obtained using acidulated water as 
electrolyte are given in Table I.
In 1888 Laurie (7) published the results of his wor# 
on Electrode Potential measurements of alloys which included 
the Copper-zinc series. His work was very much superior 
to that of Trowbridge and Stevens. He used a solution of a 
salt of the more negative metal as electrolyte but the state 
of the electrode received no attention and theconcentration 
of the electrolyte did not receive special attention. He 
pointed out that the compound in the Cu-Zn series was CuZn_.< M
His results are given in Table II. using a cell.
In a paper entitled f,Beitrag zu Kenntnis der Metallegierungen"
by M.Herschkowitsch (14) (Zeit filr Physik. Chemie. 27. 123.
18*98) is given a full account of the electrode potential
measurements and a brief account of the theory of the subject.
From his determinations of the CuZn series he deduced that
there is a compound of the formula CuZn • He used a salt of2
the less noble metal as electrolyte, choosing ZuSO^ and
measured the P.D. of the alloys against Zinc this being the
more active metal. Moreover he used an electrolyte of a
fixed strength, namely a normal solution. The agreement between
his four setfe of determinations is not good. For example on
Alloy containing 39.3 "molecular percentage" of zinc gave
results as follows:- 1000*0; 1030.0; 848.0; 976.0; millivolts.
At the Zinc rich end of the series agreement was better.
One series of his results is given in Table III.
Undoubtedly the best work on the P.D. measurements of the
CuZn series of alloys is that of N.Puschon . His work was
published in the Berichte des St.Peter* Polytech. Institute in
in 1906 and in Journ. Russ. chem. gesell in 1907. A translation
of it appears in the Zeitschrift fdr An^organlsche chemie in
1908. (15) Like Herschkowitsch he used N/l ZnSO^ as the 
electrolyte/
electrolyte and measured the P.D. against Zinc but he made 
a much more systematic study of the subject. Between 13 
and 15 atomic % of copper he found a sudden fall in P.D. and 
this he attributed to the phase ZngCu and he assumed that 
a compound formed between these percentages. It is worthy 
of note that he found an increased P.D. as result of adding 
copper to zinc a maximum being attained at about 12 atomic 
per cent of copper. He made no mention of this interesting 
point however. At 33 atomic per cent, of copper he found 
another fall in P.D. but of a very much more pronounced nature 
This drop corresponds with the composition Cu Zn^and this 
had already been noted by Laurie and Herschkowitsch. At 
about 53 atomic per cent, and at 67 atomic per cent, he 
noted a further fall in the P.D. and this, in turn, he 
attributed to the appearance of new compounds to which he 
assigned the formulae Cu Zn and CUgZn. Table IV shows 
his results and in the last column is shown the e.m.f. 
values between N/l Za SO and the various alloys, calculated 
from his data.
Ejaperimental:- In view of the great differences in the 
results obtained by earlier workers it seemed very essential 
that more attention should be given to the various points 
discussed in connection with the theory of the subject, 
namely the question of a suitable electrolyte and also of 
the condition of the surface of the specimen.
For the purpose of a preliminary survey three alloys of 
copper content JQ%$ 52# and 40# respectively were made from 
pure electrolytic copper and pure spelter. The alloys 
were in the alpha, beta and gamma respectively. The 
importance of uniform and sound alloys being realised, the 
following method was adopted. A piece of thin, clear silica 
tubing, 2 millimetres in bore and 10 inches long was attached 
to an evacuated suction flask, there being a clip in the 
rubber tubing between the flask and the silica tube. The 
silica/
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silica tube was heated and then dipped into the molten alloy, 
the clip released. The metal was drawn into the tube for a 
distance of about six inches. The alloys were found to 
be sound and uniform. Pieces of the alloys were set in 
glass tubing of greater bore than the diameter of the 
specimens, being fixed at the lower end with the aid of 
plastic wax* The annular space between the specimen and 
the glass tube was filled with mercury which served as a 
means of connecting the alloy to the copper wire leading 
to the potentiometer*
A Tinsley potentiometer was used for the measurement of 
the e.m*f*. Half cells of the standard Ostwald pattern 
were used. In the early experiments pure copper was used as 
the reference electrode and the electrode in the other half 
cell was either the alpha, beta or gamma alloy. The reference 
electrode was fitted up in the manner already described.
The 6.m.f. of the one alloy against the other was also 
determined experimentally.
The choice of a suitable electrolyte presented a problem 
of considerable difficulty. Theoretically it is necessary 
that ionic equilibrium be obtained, Prom Kohlrausch’s 
equivalent conductivity tables the ionic concentration 
of Cu SO^ and Zn SO^ solutions can be calculated on the 
assumption that dissociation is complete at 0.0001 molar 
concentration. These are given in Table V. However the 
method of determining the ionic concentration of the various 
alloys presents another problem. Tamman in his ,fLehrbuch 
der Metallographie" has suggested that the ionic concentration 
of the more noble metal should be increased until no more of 
the solid solution of the more noble metal is precipitated 
from the electrolyte. The sensitivity of this method seems 
doubtful from the experimental work carried out and did not 
give practicable results.
The first electrolyte to be used was N/1000 Cu S04 but, 
although/
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although very consistent results were obtained for the alpha 
and beta alloys, the sensitivity was low, 0.033 volts on 
the bridge only giving a scale deflection of 2 millimetres.
The addition of 0,1$ H SO to the electrolyte was tried but
Cf T
the results were unsatisfactory. They varied rapidly, due,
no doubt, to polarisation effects, K81 was added to the
electrolyte in place of HgSO^. This was chosen because it
is a very good ion carrier and the K and Cl ions travel
at about equal Bpfeeds. This greatly improved the sensitivity,
but, as was expected, varying the KC1 greatly changed the
results. Had pure metals only been used this could have been
allowed for but when dealing with complex alloys and. the
composition and constitution of these varying from alloy to
alloy this would be an added variable to a very difficult
problem. A solution of cupric chloride was next tried as an
electrolyte but with no better result. Copper ammonium
chloride and also copper ammonium sulphate were each tried
in turoand rejected. N/1000 Zn SO^ was also tried but was
much inferior to N/1000 CuSO^. The results could not be
repeated and the sensitivity was only 0.04 volts to 2
m illimetres on the scale. An electrolyte composed of N/1‘. ,
CuSO^ and N/l Zn SO^ mixed in the proportion to give the Cu
and Zn contents of the electrolyte the same as that in the
alloy under examination. As before sensitivity was the
stumbling block. The results obtained were good as is
shown by the following figures for Cu in N/1000 CuS04 and
the alpha alloy in an electrolyte of §4$ N/l CuSO and 36$4
N/l ZnSO 0.0265, 0.0265 and 0.0265, the last reading 
being taken 3 minutes after the insertion of the alloy in 
the mixed electrolyte. After further trials with various
concentrations of CuSO. it was decided to use N/l Cu SO ,
4 4
this being found very much more sensitive than the other
concentrations. Moreover the results could be repeated with 
an/
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an accuracy of 0.0005 volts.
The seriew of alloys shown in Table VI was prepared in a 
manner similar to that already described. These alloys, 
however, are not mounted in glass tubes, it being considered 
that the Hg junction introduced an unnecessary complication.
The copper wire was fixed to the end of the thin alloy rod by a 
binding screw, and the rod mounted in a small rubber cork.
About 1 inch of the rod passed through the cork and dipped 
into the electrolyte. Using an approximately N/l CuSO^ 
solution as electrolyte and a copper rod as the standard 
against which the alloys were measured, the following 
interesting results obtained.







Only the copper rich alloys were dealt with during 
the early stages of this work. It was found very 
difficult at this time to get anything approaching 
consistent results wth the gamma alloys. The remarkable 
point about the above figures is the change in sign between 
B and C and that B is greater than A. This change will 
be discussed at a later sta£e.
Although consistent results had been obtained for 
the copper rich alloys and these had been repeated on 
three/
three independent days yet it was realised that trouble
cell due to the difficulty of maintaining the state of the 
surface of the copper standard in a perfectly constant 
condition. In fact, this trouble did arise in the course 
of a few weeks so that measurement against copper was
either of the recognised standard cells, that is, either the 
Hydrogen electrode cell,or the calomel cell as a standard.
The calomel cell was selected and this was used throughout 
the remainder of the work.
A simple experiment was carried out to see how far 
strain might interfere with the e.m.f. obtained. For this 
pufcpose a piece of the alloy B (81.4# Cu) containing 81.4$ Cu 
was selected. The e.n.f. of this alloy in an electrolyte 
of 81.4$N/10OQ CuS04 and 18.6$N/1000 Zn SO^ containing N/1KC1 
was measured against the calomel cell. The value of the 
combined cell was .198 volts. Straining the alloy very 
slightly by lightly hammering it, preparing the surface as 
before by carefully cleaning it with 000 French emery paper 
and testing it in a similar electrolyte, a result of .213 
volts was obtained for the combined cell. This is in 
agreement with the work of Merica (16) who also found a 
slight increase in the e.m.f. of alloyd due to cold work.
All specimens were used in the annealed state and had 
their surface prepared in the same manner each specimen being 
finished with 000 French emery. With this precaution no 
serious difficulty was experienced in obtaining results which 
could be repeated.
The problem of the influence of the connecting of the 
two half cells upon the resulting e.m.f. had still to be 
considered •/
might have arisen from the use of Ci 4 as a standard
abandoned. Earlier investigators had used
4
the standard half of the cell. But this is open to the
for
same objection. It seemed much more satisfactory to use
13.
considered. For this purpose a N/l KC1 solution was used 
as the speed of the K and Cl ions are nearly the same and 
this salt is largely dissociated in solution. NH^Cl would 
seem almost as good from the foregoing reasons hut as N/l KC1 
is used in the standard calomel cell it was preferred. The 
magnitude of the electrolytic potential due to diffusion at 
the liquid/liquid junctions was a matter of some importance.
It had already been found when investigating the problem of 
a suitable electrolyte that the concentration of the KC1 
added to the electrolyte had considerable effect on the resulting 
e.m.f.. This may be seen from the following figures:-
Type of combination cell Hg/ HgPClp KC1 / N/l Cu SO4 / Cu
N/l KCI / N / l  /  + reqd.KCl/
Sign of calomel cell. Cone, of KE1 E.m.f. of total






This effect, of course, could be largely eliminated by 
keeping a constant strength of KCI in the connecting cell 
though its influence on the final result would be unknown.
In order to arrive at some idea of this value the following 
experiments were performed. A copper electrode was carefully 
pfepated as previously described, and the e.m.f. of this 
electrode in an electrolyte of (a) N/l KCl^ (b) N/l CuSO^ and 
(c) a mixed electrolyte of N/l KCI and N/l CuSO^ against the 
calomel cell was determined.







Although in the first case there was no diffusion potential
coj&ng into play and in the second case the diffusion potential
of N/lKCl/N/1 Cu SO^ existed, there was no fcYj.de nt means of
obtaining this quantity from case (c) . It is not correct to
assume that the difference (.153-.025) and 0.105, th,at is
0.128-.105, = 0.023 was due to the difference of concentration
of N/lCuSO in the case (c) from Case (b)• KCI is 4
dissociated to extent 0.72 in N/l solution whereas N/l
CuSO is only dissociated to extent of 0.2275 which means that 4
Cti/N/1 KCI is more active than Cu/N/1 Cu SO^.
As nothing definite could be obtained from these figures 
and yet it looked as if this matter might be of considerable 
importance a few more experiments were carried out. The 
solution in the connecting cell was replaced by N/l NH4C1 thus 
changing one of the ions in order to see if any considerable 
difference would accrue. However no difference was observed 
both combinations giving the value for Cu/CuSO^ as 0.585 
volts assuming the calomel cell to be 0.560 volts. The 
actual reading for the combined cell was 0.025 volts in 
each case. Although this did not disprove the importance of 
diffusion potential, the results were encouraging.
Resort was now made to theoretical calculation. Here 
again as it was two binary solutions which were being 
considered and as both univalent and bi-valent ions were 
present, the problem became very involved. An approximation !
i
may be obtained however from the following equation
(a) Hg/ HgpCl, / N/l KCI/ N/l KCl/Cu 
N/l KCI 1 /
(b) Hg/Hg Cl / N/J KCl/N/lCuSo./Cu 
N/l K§1 2 v
(e) Hg/ Hg0Clp/N/l KCI/ N/1KC1/ Cu 




where and 1 are the c a
$ $ionic conductivles of the ions of one electrolyte and 1Q and 1&
are conductivies of the other.
Taking 1 = K = 64.9c
1 = cl = 65.48.
l' = Cu = 45.9 c
l' = SO. = 6V.2 a 4
it is found that E = .004 volts.
Thus the diffusionepotential is of a small order in comparison
with the electrolytic potential of Cu/CuS04 N/l.
The influence of temperature was not determined. All
determinations were carried out at room temperature. During
the months while these preliminary investigations were being
conducted, no evidence of temperature being an important
factor was indicated. Prom the Nernst equation it would be
naturally concluded that this factor is of importance although
in his paper dealing with the*Mechanism of the Reversible
Electrode*Rideal (9) states there is an apparent independence
of the electrolytic solution pressure of a metal with
respect to temperature.
The P.D. value for all the specimens shown in Table VI was
now determined making use of the information gained by the
preliminary experiments. The electrolyte used was N/l CuSO ,
4*the calomel cell being used as the other half-cell and N/l 
KCI as the solution for reducing diffusion potential. The 
electrolyte was renewed in the cell after each determination 
and the N/1KC1 was frequently pefclafc&U. Each determination 
was made many times. No difficulty was experienced in 
repeating the values for the alloys rich in copper but as 
the gamma compound was approached it became increasingly 
difficult to obtain satisfactory results. The results 
are given in Table VII•
It/
It was deemed advisable to repeat the above experiments
using N/lEtlSO as electrolyte in place of N/lCuSO •4 4
In this case it was very difficult to obtain
SLtisfadfoy results with the copper rich alloys but for alloys 
beyond the gamma range consistent results were obtained.
The results are stated in tabular form in fable VIII.
The results obtained were considered sufficiently 
promising to make it worth while making a more 
complete set of alloys and determining the electrolytic 
potentials for the whole series. Consequently the alloys
shown in Table IX were prepared. In this case, however,
these were not made by drawing into thin quartz tubing, 
this method proving too expensive. On this occasion the 
alloy was cast into small moulds, J inch a * : .  } inch 
x 3 inch long. The small ingots were packed in charcoal 
and carefully annealed until all"cast structure* had 
disappeared as revealed by microscopic examination. From 
the solid centre portion of these ingots were turned small plugs 
f inch long by 3/8 inch in diameter. Into the centre 
of one end of each plug a small hole was drilled into 
which fitted a copper rod with a tapered point. To this 
copper rod was fixed the copper wire leading to the 
potentiometer. This method of mounting was found 
very convenient as it necessitated only the changing of 
the plug.
The results obtained for this series of alloys in
N/l CuSO. and N/l Zn SO electrolytes are given in
4 *  -— ►tables Nos.X and XI respetively and alongj^these^with
the/
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the results obtained from the first series of alloys,
are incorporated in graphical form in Figure I.
The P.D. values for the second series of alloys
were also determined in an electrolyte composed of a
mixture of N/lCuSO and N/lZfc SO . The electrolyte was
4 4
made up so as to contain the same amount of Cu and Zn as
the alloy whose P.D. was to be deteimined. This would
not give quite true ionic concentrations as it has
already been shown that HnSO, and CuSO do not4 4
dissociate to the same degree in N/l solutions although 
very nearly so. The difficulty lies in knowing 
how the alloys of Cu and Zn behave in regard to ionic 
concentration at the surface. In the early work the 
influence of variation of composition of the electrolyte 
upon the e.m.f. was determined and the following 
data obtained
Sign of Composition of electrolyte Alloy. Total
Calomel cell. + KCI
Cu SO- 4 Zn S0^
e.m.f.
positive 95 5 No.B
(81.4#Cu)
0.198
positive 90 10 ditto 0.198
positive 85 15 ditto 0.197
positive 80 20 ditto 0.197
positive 75 25 ditto 0.197
positive 70 30 ditto 0.199
positive 60 40 ditto 0.202
positive 50 50 ditto 0.205
This shows that, at least for the copper rich alloys, 
very little difference was obtained over a wide range of 
electrolyte concentration* In this connection it is interest­
ing to note that A*E*Taylor (17) in his study of irreversible 
cells stated that the e*m*f* of the cell Zn/znS0^/CuS04 /Cu 
was independent of the absolute concentration of the Zn and 
CU sulphates* It is also of interest to observe that in the 
same paper he gave the values of Copper to Normal CuS04 as - 
0*585 volts and Zinc to Normal ZnS04  as 0*524 volts, results 
which are in very good agreement with the above experiments 
(Tables X and XI).
In table XII are given the results observed using the 
mixed electrolyte* It is worthy of mention that for the copper 
rich alloys the results are in very close agreement with those 
obtained in the N/l CuS04 electrolyte and similarly those at 
the Zinc end of the series are in agreement with the data 
derived from the N/l ZnS04  electrolyte*
The alloys in the centre of the series containing much 
gamma gave much trouble both in N/l CuSO^ an<* in N/l ZnS04  
solutions* it was found difficult to repeat the results and 
obtain consistent results* This,no doubt,was due to the 
difficulty of preparing a satisfactory surface* Latterly 
fractured surfaces were used, the remainder of the surface 
of the specimen, except the clean fractured portion, being 
covered with vaseline* This procedure gave better results* 
Finally, the result obtained on the immediate immersion of 
the specimen was taken as the true reading. By this device 
tolerable agreement between successive determinations was 
obtained*
A short study of the effect of heat treatment of alloys 
around the beta range of composition was made* For this pur­
pose a series of specimens were heated to 600°C* soaked at 
this temperature for gominutes and then quenched in water*
The surface of each was carefully prepared and the P*D* 
determined/
determined in N/l CuS04 * The data so obtained is given in 
table XIII* It is significant that quenching increases the 
P*D* value of alloy to N/l CuS04  within the beta1range but 
has no effect on the alpha solid solution*
Consideration of results*
The results are shown in graphical form in Figure 1* At 
the outset it is worthy of remark that Puschin’s curve follows 
the same general outlet as obtained in the present work* The 
marked drop in the curve at approximately 53$ of Cu distinctly 
points to the fact that C u ^ n 3 is not the most active compound 
in the Cu-Zn series; in fact there is no evidence of its exist­
ence in this property-curve* HerschkowitsCh and Puschin both 
placed the intermetallic compound at 32*8 Cu and assign the 
formula CuZng to the compound* The present work is in good 
agreement with this view* Westgren and Phragmen (18) (Phil*
Mag* Vol.50, 295, p*311) have tentatively suggested that Cu4  
Zng is the composition of the compound in this region of the 
Cu-Zn series from a study of X-ray diffraction patterns of this 
series of alloys* From Figure 1 it is difficult to assign any 
very definite composition to the compound as the sharp change 
in direction of the curve would appear to refer to the limits 
of the compound phase rather than signifying its particular 
composition* In this range of alloys better results were 
obtained by using N/l ZnS04 solution* The results are shown 
in Figure 2*
♦ It is significant that the copper rich alloys in N/l ZnS04
gave a lower value for the P*D» than when immersed in N/l CuS04 *
That the results in the different electrolytes would not be the
same would be expected but it is not so obvious why the amount
of this difference is practically the same at the two ends of
the series. Still more significant is that fact that within
the range of the alpha solid solution the curve for N/l CuS04 and
for the mixed electrolyte of N/l CuS04 and N/l ZnS04  practically
superimpose upon each other* The agreement for the eta feolid 
solution/
solution is not quite so good though of the same order being 
much better than with N/l CuS04 electrolyte* This fact 
points very strongly to the view that,in the alpha solid 
solution range?Copper is the active constituent and hence 
the good results with N/l CuS04 electrolyte. The Zinc in 
this range is not the active constituent as was assumed by 
all earlier investigators* Similarly at the eta-solid 
solution endjZinc is the active constituent*
The results obtained for the Copper rich alloys with 
N/l CUSO4  electrolyte are shown on a larger scale in Figure 3* 
It is very remarkable as mentioned earlier in the paper that 
with additions of Zinc to Copper up to about 10$ of Zinc the 
curve shows a decided rise* In the earlier work it was found 
that strain raised the e*m*f* Undoubtedly the c&use of this 
increase in e*m*f* is due to the added Zinc distorting the 
space lattice of the Copper and so causing strain* It is most 
remarkable that this effect should cease at approximately 10$ 
Zn* Ingalls (19) (Inst* Metals, 1925,No*2, 54) has observed a 
change at about 9$ Zn in the High Temperature-Tensile Curves 
and attributed this change to space lattice considerations*
He says *It would appear that the fundamental lattice of copper 
is maintained up to about 9 per cent* of zinc, after which 
there is a change, giving a lattice whidh may be termed alpha, 
which is maintained until the appearance of the beta lattice." 
Whilst not in entire agreement with Ingalls as to his explan­
ation it does seem that there is a change taking place up to 
10$ Zn and then a new set of conditions prevail. From 10$ Zn 
to 30*5$ Zn the curve is logarithmic in form* That this curve 
is truly logarithmic was proved by drawing the log curve whence 
a straight line was obtained as shown in Figure 4* From 10$ Zn 
up to 30*5$ Zn the curve follows that required by theory for a 
true solid solution* In this portion of the curve the Zn
merely acts as a dilutent* Hence in the equation E = fiT log £
n? Ctwhere C = ionic concentration of copper ions in the electrolyte
and s ionic concentration of copper ions in alloy, Oj. is the 
only/
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only variable and hence resulting equation is logarithmic.
Prom 36*5$ Zinc to 57*87# Zn, however, the curve is very 
far from logarithmic as is seen from Figure 5 in which the 
log values are plotted. Whereas in the alpha range there 
exists true solid solutions conditions, in the beta range 
some other state-exists. Even in the case of the quenched 
alloys matters are not simplified. Here again in the alpha 
range the quenched values are logarithmic being the same as 
the annealed values. But in the beta range the values of the 
e.m.f* are increased by quenching. This curve neither obeys 
the form required for solid solution conditions nor for the 
euteotiferous series.
In Figure 6 the results for the zinc rich alloys in 
H/l ZnS04 are recorded graphically on a large scale. Here 
again the addition of Copper to Zinc has caused an increase 
in the value* It has been shown by X-ray analysis that eta 
is to be regarded as a solid solution of Copper in Zinc (18), 
(20), (21). The two marked changes in the curve at about 90# 
and 83# of Zinc are connected with the limits of the epilson 
phase. The position of the compound is not very clearly 
marked but will be Bomewhere about 85# of Zinc which is in 
good agreement with the generally accepted formula of CuZng* 
Between 70# and 80# of Zinc the curve is typical of an 
eutectlciferous series.
Specific Volumes.
Whilst the study of the electrolytic potential gave much 
useful Information yet on the problem which had prompted the 
investigation of the Copper-Zinc alloys it confused the issue 
rather than clarified it. It showed that in the range of the 
beta constituent neither the conditions of a solid solution 
nor of an euteotiferous mixture prevailed. For this reason 
it was resolved to study the specific volume of the alloys of 
the Copper-Zinc series.
The determination of the specific volume of alloys is
a/
a comparatively easy physical property to measure. As a 
means of studying the constitution of binary alloys its 
utility is limited however, as it fails to differentiate 
between heterogeneous mixtures and solid solutions. Both 
types give a linear relationship between specific volume 
and composition. Another factor which may prove very serious 
is the influence of variation in grain size upon specific 
volume. In the study of allotropic changes where the volume 
change, in passing from one allotrope to another, as for 
example in Iron, this method of investigation finds its 
widest range of utility.
As all previous work on this line of attack in the 
Copper-Zinc series was unsatisfactory from the point of view 
of constitutional study, either having been done with alloys 
whose treatment and analyses are not recorded, or with cast 
alloys in the other cases, it was considered desirable to 
carry out a careful investigation of this property.
Previous Work.
In 1921 Bamford (22) published a paper on the Density 
of the Copper-Zinc Alloys. His work was carried out on chill 
cast and sand cast specimens. In this paper he gives a good 
resume of earlier work together with the graphical represent­
ation of the results of the principal workers. As Bamford 
showed there was little agreement between the various workers* 
results. The only point of significance in this work is the 
sharp and well-marked minimum at about 12# of copper. Bamford 
reported his results as relative density taking water at 4°C = 
1.000. He weighed his specimens in boiled distilled water.
BOtfbury (23) determined the density of a very few of the 
Copper-Zinc alloys in the course of a study of the volumes 
occupied by solute atoms in certain intermetalllc compounds. 
His method was of a high order of accuracy. The specimens 
were weighed in distilled water and the surface tension 
effects of the Pt. wire were nullified by using an exactly 
similar/
similar wire, dipping into exactly the same depth of water, 
on the other arm of the balance* In his calculations he 
corrected for air displacement* His results are given below 
for sake of comparison*


















Owen and Preston (20) in the course of an X-ray 
diffraction pattern study of the Cu-Zn alloys determined 
the densities of the alloys examined* Ho special preeantionB 
are reported in their paper as having been adopted to obtain
very accurate results* The figures obtained by these workers
are as follows*
Per cent of grms./cc Specific






38*73 8 -43 0*1186
48*5 (quenched) 8*32 0 * 1 2 0 2
48*5 (slowly 8*32 0 * 1 2 0 2cooled)




Still more recently Westgren and Fhragmtn give a few 
density determinations* Here also no special precautions are 
reported,as having been adopted;to obtain a high order of 
accuracy* Their results are as follows*








The results tabulated in table XIV are in good agreement 
with the figures obtained by previous workers and, more 
especially so, when the difficulty of producing absolutely 
sound castings is taken into consideration*
Experimental work*
The method adopted was the usual Archimedlan method of 
determining the density from which the specific volume of the 
alloy was calculated* Prom preliminary experiments it was 
found that the usual method of weighing the specimens in 
water was not sufficiently sensitive and that, by weighing in 
paraffin oil, much greater sensitivity was obtained* By so 
weighing it was comparatively easy to obtain weights in paraffin 
to 0*0001 grams* The density of the paraffin oil was carefully 
determined by means of a specific gravity bottle* The influence 
of temperature upon this type of experiment is very marked*
The same specimen was found to vary widely from day to day 
due to this cause* In order to correct for this variation one 
specimen was taken as stapdard and its density carefully 
determined at 18°C* This specimen was then weighed before 
and after each determination which was made on all other 
specimens* The true value of the standard specimen being 
known and also its value under the same conditions as all 
other determinations it was possible to correct for temperature 
variations in the oil* A difference of less than 0*001 grams 
was obtained in the weight of the standard specimen in each 
determination* If it exceeded this figure it showed that the 
effect of the specimen on the temperature of the paraffin oil
had been too great. To reduce this temperature effect of 
the/
the specimens on the oil to a minimum, the alloys, before 
weighing in paraffin, were allowed to stand in a beaker of 
paraffin beside the balance for a short time* Another source 
of Berious error was found to be in the porosity of the 
specimens* In the early experiments it was found very 
difficult to obtain satisfactory duplicate results even 
with the use of paraffin oil as a weighing medium. Recourse 
was had to the method of Maey (24) of boiling the specimens 
in water for some time but even this device was not entirely 
satisfactory* Finally the specimens were subjected to a 
vacuum treatment under paraffin oil* For this purpose the 
specimens were put into a wide-mouthed suction flask into 
the mouth of which was fitted a rubber cork carrying a glass 
stop-cork* The specimen, after weighing in air, was immersed 
in paraffin oil in the suction flask and the flask evacuated 
by a Topler pump. Pumping was continued until no more bubbles 
rose from the specimen* After this treatment it was trans­
ferred to the beaker at the balance, being kept under paraffin 
all the time* Similarly it was transferred to the Platinum 
weighing cage* By using these precautions results could be 
readily duplicated* The suspension wire of the Platinum cage, 
used for weighing the specimens in paraffin oil, was made of 
very thin Platinum wire, 0*2 m.m* in diameter* As comparative 
results under strictly accurate and reproducable conditions 
were considered of first importance it was not considered
necessary to correct for the very small error due to the
#surface tension of the wire* Care was taken to ensure the 
same depth of paraffin in the beaker at all determinations.
The small errors introduced by the displacement of the 
air by the weights and by the specimens were likewise neglected 
and for a similar reason, these being practically constant in 
each case* It may be mentioned that the weights were standard­
ised before use and again checked before performing some 
farther work at a later date.
The/
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The data obtained from these determinations are given 
in table XI* and are set out in graphical form in Figures 
7 and 8 , which show respectively the density and the specific 
volume plotted against composition. 
scussion of Results.
The curves show in the alpha range, up to about 36.5# Zinc, 
a distinctly linear form. At 36.5# Zinc there is a Change in 
direction of the curves, it being most clearly marked in the 
density curve, Figure 7. This change continues over the 
whole range of the beta constituent. From 60$ to 60# Zn there 
is little change in density (or specific volume) but after 
the latter figure the curve changes very rapidly, reaching a 
very marked minimum in density curve, - or maximum in the 
specific volume curve - at 86.5# Zn. This confirms the curve 
of Bamford (22) which also showed a similar marked change over 
the same range of composition. From 86*5# Zn* to 92# Zn the 
curve rapidly changes once again showing a maximum at the 
latter composition in the case of the density curve, and a 
minimum on the specific volume curve. From 92# Zn up to pure 
Zn the curve runs smoothly.
Comparing figures 1 and 7 many points of resemblance 
appear in a striking manner. The limit of the alpha range 
is marked in both cases by a slight break in the curve. The 
whole range of the existence of beta in the thermal equilibrium 
diagram, i.e., from 96*5% Zn to 80# zn, is marked by change 
in curvature in each case. From 60-66# Zinc there is an 
abrupt change indicated in the one case by a sudden fall and 
in the other by a horizontal branch. A minimum is shown in 
both curves at about 8 6 *6# Zn and a maximum at about 92# Zn.
The density curve does not show any clearly marked effect of 
the distortion results due to the Zn in copper in the alpha 
range or of copper in zinc in the eta range similar to that 
observed in the e.m.f. determinations.
Whilst/
Whilst the specific volume and density curves mark very
clearly the existence of a compound at CuZn0 they do not
indicate whether C u ^ n 3 or CuZn2 is the compound in the
centre range of the series. This state of affairs.is not
unexpected in the light of recent X-ray analysis results.
At CuZn a very marked change in space lattice arrangement 
6 "
takes place, being of rhombohedral (2 1 ) type whilst gamma 
is of the body centred (2 1 ) variety, thus giving rise to a
€i>sWonmuch more pronounced lattice change in ‘eta than in gamma with
a resultant greater change in density in the former case.
A brief investigation of the delta constituent was
carried out* The density and specific volume of the eutectic
alloy - 29*0# copper - in the quenched, annealed, and cast
states were determined. From table XV it will be observed
that the annealed alloy has a greater density than the quenched
alloy, the cast alloy being Intermediate, indicating that in
the cast state the delta constituent had only partially broken
down into its constituents. Figs 9, 10,11,and 12 show the
photo-micrographs of these three alloys and bear out the
deduction that the cast structure has not been completely
resolved into gamma and epsilon.
The effect of heat treatment on the density was also
investigated over the range in whioh the beta constituent
existed, namely from 36*5# to 60# Zn. The results show a
that
maximum effect in the beta range and also show/the intensity 
of quenching affects the results. It would appear that 
quenched beta is more dense than the annealed beta. These 
results are difficult to explain and more so in the light of 
the dilatation curves which show that there is a marked 
expansion in beta alloys when passing through the range of 
temperature 370°C. to 470°C. From the dilatation curves 
it would be deduced that quenched beta, assuming it to retain 
its high temperature state as the result of the quenching, 
would be less dense than the annealed state, it must be
yfeided?4 howevar that althouSh the majority of the experiments
yielded results as quoted above, in one or two isolated cases 
a slight decrease was obtained upon quenching* How far grain 
growth entered into the above experiments as an upsetting 
factor it is impossible to say* That it is an important 
factor must not be overlooked in considering results of the 
above type* Table XVI gives the most concordant results 
obtained in a large series of determinations*
A series of experiments were carried out to follow any 
changes upon prolonged soaking of a beta brass* A piece of 
63*4# Cu alloy was heated in a sealed bottle at 440°C* for 
varying periods of time up to a period of 6 weeks* Before 
each determination the surface of the specimen was removed 
by grinding so as to eliminate as far as practicable the 
effect of loss of Zinc of the outer layer* Pig* 13 shows the 
graphical representation of the results obtained* It should 
be noted that the original specimen was water-quenched from 
800°C* These results appeared very satisfactory and were what 
was expected from a priori reasoning* However, re-qienching 
the specimen after its final soaking did not reproduce the 
original value of 8*3100 for the density but gave 8*3514 and 
on fracturing the specimen it was found to be very coarse* 
Undoubtedly alteration in grain size had played a prominent 
part in the change of density observed* As these experiments 
were running concurrently with the above experiments of heat- 
treatment of the beta alloys and in view of the unsatisfactory 
results whidh accrued from them this matter was not pursued 
further* It was considered that too many variables arose 
and the great redeeming feature of a change of lattice at 
475°C* in Copper-fcinc alloys apparently not existing, such 
as is met with in iron-carbon alloys, specific volume as a 
line of attack upon the beta-phase change was abandoned*
29*
Hardness*
A study of the hardness of the Cu-Zn series was thought 
worthy of attention as a possible source of further information 
upon the constitution of these alloys* Por this study Shored 
method was considered the more valuable, as using the standard 
Brinell apparatus it is invariably found that alloys in the 
gamma range, Zinc, crack under load*
Previous Work*
In most of the work already done Brinell*s method has 
been the one adopted* Turner and Murray (25) in a paper upon 
the Volume changes in Copper-Zinc alloys gave results for 
both the Brinell and the Shore methods for a full range of 
alloys* In using the Shore apparatus unfortunately a hard 
hammer has been used and consequently very small rebounds 
obtained* Results for annealed and cast alloys are given 
but it is doubtful if the question of complete annealing 
received sufficient attention* In 19±8 Meneghini (26) 
described his experiments upon the hardness of Copper-Zinc 
alloys* He paid especial attention to annealing and used a 
special type of apparatus for determining the hardness*
Johnson (27) in the course of a study of the mechanical 
properties of Copper-Zinc alloys also determined the Brinell 
Hardness of these alloys* With the exception of Meneghini*s 
data, results in the gamma range are missing*
Experimental*
Precautions as to flatness of surface and also smoothness 
of surface were observed and special attention was given to 
size of specimen* In the majority of cases more than one 
specimen of each composition was used and a number of deter­
minations were made upon each specimen* In a few cases the 
specimens had to be mounted in the special pitch cup supplied 
with the apparatus, to get the necessary rigidity. The soft 
**magnifier hammer** was used throughout and consequently a 
large range of rebound was obtained for the various alloys. 
The/
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The data obtained is given in table XVII and is reproduced 
in graphical form in Figure 14. This figure is in very close 
agreement with that given by Meneghini ( 2 6 ) * Table XVIII shows 
the figures for a beta alloy in the three different states, 
namely, cast, annealed and quenched.
Discussion of Results.
It is generally assumed that the alloy containing 60$
Zinc, i.e. C u ^ n 3 has the maximum hardness though no figures 
are available for this range. In the present investigation 
a number of alloys in this range were available and they do 
not point to Cu^n^ as being the composition of the compound* 
The cusp at 65$ Zn. is very significant. From theoretical 
considerations the position of the compound should be indi­
cated by such a cusp. Whilst the position of the cusp cannot 
be considered adequate evidence to fix the composition of the 
compound completely, nevertheless it is very suggestive and 
interesting. The reappearance of a minimum point at about 
85$ Zn is also interesting, being in good agreement with the 
density curve at this point. Further than the marked effect 
of small quantities of Zinc dissolved in Copper and of Coppdr 
in Zinc upon the hardness curve,nothing of importance is 
revealed. The effect,just referred to,is undoubtedly caused
by the straining of the respective lattices by the stronger.
atoms as discussed under electrolytic potential measurements.
In the heat treated beta alloy it is worthy of note that 
the quenched state is much harder than the annealed state.
This may be connected with the critical size of the separating 
particles from the solid solution phase rather than the retent­
ion of the high temperature state. Edwards and Herbert (28) 
have shown the high temperature phase is softer than the low 
temperature phase. They found a sudden and remarkable fall 
in the hardness of beta alloys nn passing through the 4 7 5 °c. 
change point. It is very remarkable that the quenched 
specimen/
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specimen should have a greater density and yet be harder than 
in the annealed state*
While the results derived from a study of electrolytic 
potential measurements, density and hardness determinations, 
have yielded very interesting results they have failed to 
throw much light upon the nature of the change at 470°C* in 
the beta brasses* That this change is one involving con­
siderable energy Change can be seen from Figure 16 which 
shows the thermal cooling curve for an alloy containing 
53*4$ of copper* Attention was now focussed entirely upon 
this problem and the subject was attacked from a number of 
different standpoints*
Dilatation*
The first method employed was to measure the coefficients 
of expansion of the alpha, beta, and gamma phases with in­
creasing temperature. The dilatometer used was of the type 
designed by Andrew and his colleagues (29). The heating 
furnace was a platinum-wound silica tube, 18 inches long and 
lj inches internal diameter* The specimens used were f  inch 
in diameter and 2 inches long,having machined ends* Ground 
silica discs were placed against each end of the specimen. 
These discs were pressed against the ends of specimen by 
thick-walled silica tubes which served to transmit any linear 
change in the specimen under test* One silica tube butted 
against the wall of the room whilst the other pressed against 
the steel diaphragm of the dilatation measuring apparatus.
The movement of the steel diaphragm displaced water from the 
water reservoir* So that only movement of water would take 
place the reservoir wae firmly anchored in a heavy lead block 
weighing about 2 cwts* Tue water displaced from the steel 
reservoir passed along a glass tube of fine bowe, to which 
was fixed a graduated scale* By this means any change in 
volume in the specimen due to heating was considerably 
magnified* If necessary,the instrument can be calibrated
by determining the dilatation of a copper specimen since the 
coefficient/
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coefficient of expansion of copper is accurately known. In 
the present case that was not necessary* The temperature of 
the specimen was measured by means of a Platinum Platinum- 
Iridium couple, this being standardised before use* The 
temperature in the majority of cases was measured as the 
e*m*f. of the couple, this being obtained by means of a 
Tinsley Vtonier Potentiometer. By taking dilatation measure­
ments to the scale for equal increments of temperature the 
rate of change of dilatation with temperature can be obtained*
Five alloys were carefully analysed by this method* These
were so chosen as to give the dilatation curves for the 3
phases in the following manner; alpha, alpha and beta, beta,
beta and gamma^. The curves are shown in figures 10 to 20 
inclusive.
The most striking feature of the curves is that whilst 
the curves for the alpha and gamma alloys are linear, that 
for the beta constituent shows a considerable divergence from 
a simple linear function throughout its course* The change 
of direction over the transformation range was not sharp and 
sudden as is the case In steels but was gradual, though 
nevertheless clearly marked* The change took place over a 
considerable range of temperature* It began at 330°C* and 
continued up to a temperature of 475°C* That it is not 
merely a change due to the specimen softening is clearly 
shown in Figure 18* Here it is shown that the cooling curve 
retraces practically the steps of the heating curve. Further- 
more this change is one which does not complete^at any 
temperature below 470°Cj even after prolonged soaking. \Sce } i j • 18. 
In curve (c) the specimen was soaked for 3 hours at 460°C*
On heating it showed the same increased rate of expansion 
up to 475°C* and then gave the coefficient of expansion of 
the solid solution* In curve (b) the time taken to pass 
over range from 330°C* to 475°C* was 8 hours which is a very 
slow rate of heating and yet the curve is similar to that of
(a) in which the time of heating from start to finish occupied 
only/
only 1 hour 10 minutes.
In Figure 21 the ordinates are obtained by taking the
amount of the change of expansion in the specimens over the
range of temperature from 330°C* to 475°C*, i.e., they represent
the rate of change of the coefficient of expansion over this
range* As is seen by inspection of the curves the rate of
change of expansion is zero at all points except within this
range of temperature in the specimens which contain the beta
constituent* Moreover as Figure 21 clearly demonstrates, the
rate of change is greatest when the amount of beta is greatest
and consequently must be intimately connected with it*
A beta alloy containing 53*4# of copper in suitable form
was quenched in water from 600°C. and the dilatation curve
determined* From the quenched state the type of curve obtained
is very different from the annealed curve. Such a curve is
.shown in Figure 22* It will be observed that the curve rises
{no*0
in linear form very rapidly up to 300 m*V*^. From this tempera­
ture to 330°C* the curve follows the completely annealed form 
and at S30°C* shows a gradual Increase in rate of expansion 
up to a temperature in neighbourhood of 500°C* Excepting 
that the upper point is somewhat raised, the curve follows 
very closely that of an annealed speoimen from 300 millivolt s. 
The direction which the annealed curve follows below this 
temperature is shown by a dotted line* It is to be observed 
that the actual dilatation curve is much below this line at 
ordinary temperatures* This curve bears out the results 
obtained in the density determinations of quenched beta 
alloys, the quenched alloys having been found to have a 
higher density than the annealed specimens* it is to be 
expected that the degree of thoroughness of the quench will 
determine the results obtained*
The result of the investigation of the variation of the 
coefficient of expansion with temperature was surprising and 
was not in good agreement with either Carpenter and Edward*s ($) 
view/
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view of the change which necessitated a uniform expansion to 
the neighbourhood of 475°C. or with Hjadson,s (3) idea of a 
polymorphic transformation. The gradual change extending over 
a range of 140°C. and not completing itself on prolonged soaking 
within the transformation range, seemed very perplexing.
It was deemed desirable to do a little work somewhat along 
(3)the lines of Hudson. For this purpose a rod of pure copper was 
inserted into molten zinc and maintained in the zinc bath at 
a temperature of 500°C. for varying periods of time. After 
the first day a piece of Copper rod was cut off and the rod 
replaced* Altogether the experiment was carried out for a 
period of 4 days, a piece being cut off the rod at intervals, 
heating continuously throughout the 24 hours. Photo-micrographs 
of the two typical sections are shown in Figures 23 and 24.
These merely show a ring of white brittle gamma which changes 
a little in colour, then a marked change to a yellow band of 
beta,followed by another sharp change to alpha which gradually 
passes to Copper.
A similar experiment was carried out at 4G0°C. which gave 
precisely similar results. Figures 25-26 show the appearance 
of the various sections when examined microscopically. This 
bears out the work of Hudson.
As pure Copper and pure zinc under diffusion gave no 
definite clue to the phases involved in the 470°C. change 
point, the yellow band in both experiments appearing exactly 
alike, an endeavour was made to obtain some microscopic 
difference in another way. For this purpose an alloy contain­
ing 35# Zn had a hold drilled into it to a depth of about one 
inch. Into this hole was rammed powdered gamma constituent 
containing 61# Zn. This specimen was carefully heated to 440°C. 
and maintained at this temperature for a number of hours. On 
examination the results were the same as before - a yellow band 
of beta had been formed round the edge of the hole in the 35#
Zn alloy, s e e f / *  S 7
It/
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It is of interest to note that Masing (30) has carried 
out similar work and obtained the same results. He heated 
together at 400°C. for 20 hours chips (sp&ne) of alpha and 
gamma and on micro-examination obtained a golden yellow con­
stituent between the remaining alpha and gamma particles.
This he identified as beta. He showed that on heating the 
same compounds at 200°C* for a very long time - 118 hours - 
a very thin film of the yellow beta was formed.
Attention was now turned to Carpenter’s (31) work on 
the influence of special elements upon the beta change at 
475°C. In his classical paper in 1912 the most remarkable 
result is undoubtedly the effect of 2.9̂ » Bismuth upon the 
change. This addition caused a complete breakdown of the 
beta into alpha and gamma constituents while lesser or greater 
quantities of Bismuth either were not so effective, or gave 
practically no result.
The following experiments were carried out. To a beta 
brass containing 52$ of Copper were added small quantities 
of BiBmuth, Vanadium, Antimony and Tin. The alloys were 
annealed and very slowly cooled in the furnace. They were 
thttgi microscopically examined. The results are set out in 
tabular form below.
Amount of Added Element. Microscopic Appearance.
0.5 per cent of Bismuth. Uniform beta; this small quantity
had no effect upon the stability 
of the beta phase which confirms 
Carpenter’s observation.
0.5 per cent of Antimony. Uniform beta.
0*5 per cent of Vanadium. A very fine duplex structure.
Carpenter found that Vanadium 
was very active in bringing 
about the resolution of the 
beta into alpha and gamma. 
Structure is shown in Figure 28.
0.5 per cent of Tin. A very fine duplex structure
similar to previous example.
2*0 per cent of Tin. Eutectoid structure is very
clearly developed as shown in Figure 29.
2.o per cent of Tin. Eutectoid structure is still
more fully resolved*
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Even more striking is the result obtained by Heike and 
Ledebur (32). These workers obtained complete resolution of 
beta into alpha + gamma by the addition of 15^ of Manganese 
to a beta alloy. They also showed that by adding 15$ of 
Manganese to an alloy containing 45$ Copper that the gamma 
primary crystals were obtained in a groundmass of eutectoid, 
and similarly by adding 15$ Manganese to an alloy containing 
03$ Copper^ large primary alpha crystals were got in an eutect­
oid background. These experiments further supplement Carpenter*s 
(31) evidence that it is actually the beta constituent that is 
broken down. Moreover their work brings out this point, that 
the amount of the added constituent is of vital importance. 
Carpenter (31) tried the effect of Manganese in his experiments 
but did not use more than 5$ of Manganese in his alloys. He 
found that Manganese had no effect on the stability of the 
alloy. Had he tried 15$ he would have got the same thing as 
he found with Bismuth.
In Masing*s work (30) record is made of an experiment 
along similar lines but as he used 5$ of Aluminium and 3$ 
of Tin it is not very convincing but is useful corroboration 
of the previous examples. He took a Copper alloy containing 
3$ of Tin and 5$ of Aluminium, and drilled a hole in it* Into 
this he put Zinc and heated the specimen for 5 hours at 450°C.
He obtained a broad band of gamma between the dark Zinc and 
the gray Copper alloy. Repeating the experiment using pure 
Copper in place of the alloy fee got a broad band of gamma as 
before but between the gamma dnd the copper (it would really 
be alpha at the zinc side) there was a distinct narrow yellow 
band of beta.
The results of the experiments upon diffusion at various 
temperatures and of the influence of added elements apparently 
leads to what at first sight appears a paradox. It would appear 
from the diffusion experiments that the polymorphic version is 
correct and that alpha and gamma do not exist together as the 
stable/
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stable phases at low temperatures whereas the experiments with 
added elements show that provided the correct substances are 
added* and added in the right amount; the beta constituent 
can be resolved into alpha and gamma* The latter statement 
clearly points to the view that the added element; say Manganese; 
allows of the separation of the particles by possibly reducing 
the surface tension. It seems most probable that below 470°C* 
the constituents are present in a very finely divided state; 
of dimensions under microscopic size, and that, in fact, we 
have a colloidal solution* Mere soaking alone will not cause 
these particles to coalesce, due, very possibly, to the elec­
tronic configuration of the particles, or may be to the fact 
that the particles carry a change though this is not necessar­
ily the case. M'Bain's (53) work in soap solutions gives 
definite evidence of the fact that we can have electrically 
neutral colloidal particles. The effect of the added element 
is to alter the electronic configuration so as to allow of 
coalescence - in other words, to alter the surface forces or 
surface tension* Giolettt has recently suggested that the 
action of Manganese in steel is of the same order, that is,
I
it alters the surface tension at the non-metallic/steel 
interface and so allows of Impurities rising more readily 
to the surface in the ingot mould*
The vapour tension of Zinc has been calculated by Bichards 
(35) who found that even at 248°C. Zinc has a vapour tension of 
0.0002 m*m. of Mercury in vacuo. Thus, even at very low tempera­
tures zinc has quite an appreciable vapour tension* The values 
for the vapour tension of Zinc for the various Copper zinc alloys 
have not been computed in terms of millimetres of Mercury but 
from the work of Turner and Thomeycroft (36) it can readily 
be seen that in the Zinc rich alloys the vapour tension must 
be considerable* Their figures show that the loss of zinc 
in the gamma alloy is considerable at 460°C* whilst at the 
same temperature the loss of Zinc in the alpha constituent 
is/
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is negligible. Thus where gamma or Zinc is used in diffusion 
experiments the vapour tension of the Zinc may be a very 
momentous factor in bringing about the result produced.
That diffusion takes place through the medium of the 
vapour phase has been shown by Andrew and Higgins (37). If 
the case of two substances A and B be considered in a general 
way,A will diffuse into B and B into A but not necessarily at 
the same rates. Each will advance at a characteristic rate 
of its own,which will be a function of the vapour tension.
Desoh in his presidential address to the Chemistry section of 
the British Association, 1925, stated that it had been shown in 
his laboratories that Copper diffuses into Hickel 20 times faster 
than Bickel into Copper. Similarly from a study of the vapour 
tensions it should be expected that Zinc will diffuse into 
Copper at a very much faster rate than Copper will diffuse into 
Zinc. In the case of the experiment of the Copper rod in Zinc 
the centre portion of the Copper rod still had the appearancei
of Copper and only gradually changed to a brass colour* The 
changes observed are shown diagrammatically in Figure 30.
From the edge of the Copper zone the concentration of
Zinc gradually rose until saturated alpha was reached. Then
the golden yellow, clearly defined beta zone made its appearance.
The Zinc atoms, that is zinc vapour, as opposed to solid Zinc
with its lattice, must necessarily have advanced over this zone
so that the concentration in Zinc gradually rose until the gamma
made its appearance. Similarly over the white brittle gamma
zone a variation in concentration must have existed from free
Zinc at one side, through the compound with zinc in solution.
The widths of the bands (or amounts of the phases) formed will
naturally be controlled by the variation of the vapour tension
of the different phases. Moreover temperature will play an
important part in the amount of the various phases found as
the vapour tension of the zino, and to a much leaser extent
of the Copper, will vary appreciably with temperature. This 
is/
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is well shown in Figures 28 and 2tf.
It is now easy to understand why Hudson failed to obtain 
alpha 4 gamma when soalcing either Copper or 70/30 Brass in Zinc 
at 450°C. and why similar experiments in the present work also 
produced only the yellow beta* It is more difficult to explain 
why Carpenter succeeded in resolving beta at a temperature of 
460°C* and why Hudson should have failed when repeating the 
experiment* Assuming that both experimenters used pure materials 
the only available explanation is some difference in pressure
as the temperatures were the same both cases* Ho details are
the
given upon this point* If, in one case^tube waB not evacuated 
then there would be an increase in pressure of 2 i  times the 
initial state* How far this might affect the results it is 
difficult to say* It is worthy of mention that Carpenter and 
Edwards in their original paper state that the specimens were 
heated to a temperature of 350°C*, a temperature at which the 
vapour tension of'Zinc in the alloy will be very small. The 
physical properties which have been experimentally investigated 
point, very decidedly, to the fact that the 470°C* change in 
the beta phase is a gradual one* Further evidence on this 
point is found in Figure 3i in which the figures obtained by 
Doerinekel and Werner (38; for the Specific Heats of alloys 
of varying composition are plotted. In both the cast and 
annealed states there is a marked change in the direction of 
the curve between 400° and 500°C* Moreover the curve commences 
to rise at 330°C* and then rises more rapidly as the temperature 
of 470°C* is approached, the change in the case of the "tempered* 
alloy completing itself at about this temperature. It is also 
to be noted that, as the change approaches completion^more and 
more energy is required*to bring it about.
The work of Hiroshi laai (4) adds further proof of the 
gradual nature of this change* From a study of resistivity- 
temperature measurements Imai found that the rate of change 
of resistivity increased as the amount of beta increased*
His/
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Hie explanation of the phenomenon is that it is neither of 
the eutectoid type nor of the polymorphic transformation 
order but is similar to the Ag change in iron. He found that 
on soaking in the transformation range for 80 minutes it made 
no change on the resistivity; that is, the change did not 
complete itself, a point which has already been referred to 
in the dilatation studies of the beta brasses. Ima% assumes 
a change in the gamma phase,similar to that in the beta range, 
from his resistivity curves although his thermal work is un­
favourable to this view. To get over this difficulty he assumes 
that the thermal effect accompanying the transformation of gamma 
is very small compared with that of the beta transformation.
That this change in beta is due to a magnetic change is 
not well supported by the dilatation curves. In pure Armco 
Iron in which the Ag change is very much more pronounced there 
is, at most, only a very slight change in direction due to the 
Ag transformation; that it is very much smaller than that of 
the beta alloy is shown in Figure 32.
All evidence would appear to rule out such explanations 
as a simple eutectoid change, a polymorphic transformation and 
a magnetic transformation. There still remains the possibility, 
already referred to, of the change being of aneuteotoid nature 
but the separating phases of the eutectoid being in the colloidal 
state. This idea was first suggested by Professor Andrew as a 
result of the Btudy of the dilatation curves and this view has 
already been shown to be supported by the work of Carpenter 
and Masing on the effect of additional elements on the beta 
constituent. If this suggestion be correct^then it is highly 
probable that the electronic configuration could be upset by 
submitting a specimen to the influence of a current of suitable 
voltage. Experiments were conducted along these lines and the 
results of treating an alloy containing 53# Copper with alternat­
ing current at 400°C* is shown in Figure 33. This structure 




In these experiments the method adopted was to heat a thin 
rod of about i  inch diameter in an electric furnace to 400°C*
The furnace was maintained at this temperature for a few hours.
The specimen was connected to the secondary circuit of an induct­
ion coil giving about 50,000 volts and was subjected to the 
influence of this current while it was in the furnace. The 
specimen, after treatment, was cut in two pieces and one piece 
polished for micro-examination. The cut face was always polished. 
In order to obtain a well-defined structure it was found very 
helpful to rub the specimen lightly on the hand after etching.
cThe etching reagent used was a mixture of ammonia, ammonium 
persulphate and hydrogen peroxide. No doubt the reason why 
the gamma did not appear so evident after etching alone, was 
due to the fact that a thin film of Copper was deposited on the 
gamma particles. It was repeatedly observed during the electro­
lytic potential determinations of the gamma alloys that Copper 
was deposited very rapidly on their surface when immersed in 
copper electrolytes. Therefore it is to be expected that the 
copper which immediately goes into solution from the alpha phase 
of the alloy on etching would be precipitated in small amount on 
the gamma constituent*
The duplex structure was obtained on one occasion by treating 
the specimen with direct current but it was not well resolved. 
Prolonged soaking at 440°C* without treatment did not produce 
this duplex structure.
A new beta alloy was made and on analysing at the end of 
the treatment was found to contain 53.8$ of copper. On this 
occasion the bar was half an inch in diameter and inches
long. A lower temperature of soaking was adopted in this case, 
namely 330°C. Soaking alone at this temperature produced a 
very fine duplex structure but by treating the specimen at 330°C. 
with alternating current for 1 2 hours a very much better resolved 
structure was obtained. Figure 34 shows the appearance of the 
specimen after etching. This specimen was next heated at ?00°C., 
maintained/
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maintained at this temperature for 20 minutes and then slowly 
cooled in the furnace. Figure 35 shows the structure obtained 
after cutting, polishing, and etching the specimen* It is noted 
that the structure is that of the usual beta brass, showing 
large apparently uniform grains. Figure 38 shows the micro­
structure of a piece of the same specimen after treatment with 
alternating current at a temperature of 330°C. for 2 days 
continuously* In this case the specimen was not rubbed on the 
hand as the gamma constituent,being very massive^was easily 
distinguished*
Another alloy was cast and this time it contained 52*1$ 
of copper* Like the previous alloys it was annealed until 
all cast structure was obliterated and then treated as already 
described at a temperature of 300°C. In this case the duplex 
structure was visible under high magnifications but the con­
stituents were not as well resolved as in the earlier specimens.
It has been shown that the beta constituent of the Copper- 
Zinc Beries is of a colloidal nature and this explanation is in 
full accord with the experimental data* It has been shown that 
quenching increased the hardness of these alloys. This is due 
to the presence of the finely dispersed particles whereas in 
the slowly cooled alloy, although the particles are still sub- 
microscopic, they must be very much larger than in the quenched 
state- This is exactly parallel to the phenomena in steel. It 
is now generally accepted that alpha iron is the basis of marten- 
site. Martensite is very much harder than the solid solution 
Austenite, and $t is now being advanced by Bain (39) and others 
that Martensite is a colloidal solution of very finely dispersed 
carbide of iron in alpha iron. The colloidal view is also borne 
out by the following experiment* A quenched 0*71$ carbon steel 
was subjected to alternating current treatment at room temperature 
in the same manner as described later under Duralumin, and its 
Brinell hardness was reduced from 850 in the quenched state to 
560 after treatment. Troostite is generally regarded as being 
of/
43.
of a colloidal nature because the carbide of iron is sub- 
microscopic, yet it is much softer than Martensite* The 
fundamental difference between the two constituents lies in 
the degree of dispersion of the separating phase and is thus 
parallel to the case of the beta brasses*
The reason for the gradual change in the direction of the
dilatation curves of the beta alloys now becomes evident* The 
very finely divided particles of the separating phase will go 
into solution at a lower temperature than the more massive 
material so that, from about 330°C* to the change point at 
475°C*, the separated material will go gradually into solution 
and so cause a change in the coefficient of expansion* This 
will also account for the gradual increase in resistivity over 
the same temperature range which was observed by Ifunai (4)*
The thermal analysis of the beta brasses by Roberts Austen
(2) and by Matsuda (40) add further weight to this view of the 
470°C* change point. In Figure ^  are plotted the results 
obtained from their work. It will be noted that the change 
point is gradually depressed from 475°C* to 450°C* as the 
copper content of the alloys is increased* The significance 
of the gradual depression of the point of maximum thermal 
effect is that the transformation has been lowered and this is 
brought about with increasing copper content* It would seem 
highly probable that 475°C* represents the true equilibrium 
change point but that, as the amount of the gamma constituent 
becomes less, it (the gamma) will be present in a more disperse 
state and so further lower the change point* That the degree 
of dispersion has a marked influence upon the phase'change point 
has been shown by various workers* P.Pawlow (41) found for 
finely powdered Salol, and Antipyrin that, with very small 
individual particles, the melting point was 7°C* below that 
obtained when using larger particles*
From the foregoing study of the Copper-Zinc system the 
most important points which have emerged ares- 
i/
The addition of zinc up to 10$ to Copper causes a very 
marked strain in the lattice hut further additions do 
not produce any appreciable increase in the strain#
The transformation in the beta constituent at 470°C# is 
of an eutectoidal nature but the separating phase is in 
the colloidal 'state*
Quenching of beta alloys produces increased hardness, which 
increases with the severity of the quenching#
Evidence was produced to show that CugZng is not the formula 
of the ihtermetallic compound of the gamma range# It was 
shown to lie at about 33$ of Copper whence CuZng more 
nearly approaches to the formula of the compound#
The density of the delta constituent is less than the 
density of the eutectoid mixture of gamma and epsilon*
A sharp minimum was observed on the density-composition 
curve at 13*5$ of copper thus confirming the work of 
Bamford (22)* This point marks the position of the com­
pound CuZnQ whose space lattice pattern is of the hexagonal 
form and so differs widely from that of the gamma compound 
which has a lattice of the cube centred type*
The addition of Copper to Zinc produces the same result as 
adding zinc to Copper, namely it causes a strain in the 
lattice of the zinc*
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Cu* io Zn. E.M.F* in
volte.






40.1 53.9 . 0.005
43.9 50.1 0.070
41.7 58.3 0.080






28.0 7 2.0 0*580
CO
Table III.
Atonic per- Atonic per- Potential
centage of centage of Difference
Copper in Zn.in A116y. in milli-
Alloy. volte.
10*3 89.7 5*4










(calculated by author) 
Electro-motive force 
between Alloy and jT Zn- so4 
as Burning Zn/2L Zn. 1 













Table i v # ^
(calculated by author) 
Atomic percentage Potential difference Electro-motive force 
of Copper in Alloy. in millivolts. between Alloy and
Zn.S04 assuming Zn/-^ 










































• 001 98*4 101.6
• 0 0 2 92.2 93*4
• 005 82*0 81*5
• 01 73*4 72.2
» o 10 64*6 63*0
• 03 59.5 57*4
• o cn 53.3 61.4
.1 46*2 45.0
*2 40*1 39*2
• 3 36*8 35.5
• 5 32.3 30.8
1*0 26*6 25*8
Calculated on assumption 
that complete dissociation 
at *0001 Ahi. Cone* 


















let Series of A l l o y *
Cast Mark. Composition* Atomic Percentage
of Copper.*
Percentage of Percentage of
Copper* Zinc*
A* 89*7 10.3 90.0
8 * 81*4 18.6 82*0
C. 69*6 30.4 89*9
D* 80.1 39*9 60.0
E* 49*1 50.9 49.5
P* 45*0 65*0 45*4
G* 43.3 58.7 43*8
H* 40*5 59*6 41*0
I. 39*5 80.5 40*0
J. 27.8 72.2 28.3
K* 26.2 74.8 26*8
Table VII.
Hg/fcgoClo In SCI fi/i KCl/a CU.SO4 / Alloy.
1 1  1
• of Alloy* Sign of Calomel Potentiometer Electro-motive Force
Cell* Reading in 
volts*
between alloy a 
Cu*S04 solution
A* negative* • 029 • 589
B. negative* • 028 .588
c. negative* *026 .586
D. negative* • 0 1 2 *572
E. negative* *010 *570
F. negative* *006 *566
G. negative* *007 *567
H* positive* *024 • 536
I* positive* • 040 • 520
Table VIII*
Hg/tegoClo ^  2L KCl/ft KCl/fl gn.SO*/ Alloy.
I l l
•of alloy. Sign of Calomel Potentiometer Electro-motive Force
Cell. Beading in between alloy aild ^
V olt s• Zn.SO^ solution
A* positive* .063 .497
B. positive. • 060 .500
c. positive. .063 .497
D* positive. .087 .473
E. positive. • 205 .355
I. positive .310 • 250
J. positive. .778 .218
K. positive. • 845 .285
Zn. positive. 1.0635 .5035
Cu. positive. .07 • 490
lablej^- 
Second Series of Alloys
Cast Mark- Composition* Atomic Percentage
Percentage of Percentage of of Copper* 
Copper* Zinc*
1 * 95*0 5*0 9o*15
2. 90*0 10.0 90.25
3* 85.0 15.0 85.3
4* 80.0 20.0 80.4
6 * 70*0 24.0 70.5
0 * 07*4 52* 0 08.0
7. 50.0 44.0 56.4
8 * 53*0 47.0 53.4
9* 48.8 51.2 49.2
1 0. 45*9 54*1 40.3
1 1 . 40*2 59.8 40.0
1 2 * 37*0 03.0 37.5
13* 35*0 0b* 0 35*4
14* 34*0 00.0 34*5
15. 32*0 08.0 32*4
1 0 * 27*8 72.2 28.2
17* 18*3 81.7 18.7
18* 18.0 82.0 18.4
19* 10.9 83.1 17.3
20. 15*0 84.4 10.0
21* 13.58 80.42 13.9
2 2* 13.5 80.5 13.8
23* 8.3 91.7 8.7
24* 2.8 97.2 3.1
2b* 2.0 98.0 2*2
Table X«
Hg/Hg0Cl0 In KC1 a/a KCl/a cu.SO,/Alloy.
* * 1 1  1 4
Bo* of Alloy* Sign of Calomel Potentiometer Electro-motive Force
Cell* Reading in between alloy and-^-
Volts. Cu*S0^ solution
Copper* negative. • 025 • 585
1 * negative* *050 • 590
2 * negative. *053 *593
3* negative* .030 .590
4* negative* • 028 • 588
5- negative* .027 .587
0 * negative. • 025 *585
7- negative* *017 •577
8 * negative* • 0125 *5725
9* negative. • 00 *560
1 0 * positive* • 004 *556
1 1 * positive. • 023 *537
16. positive* • 04 *080
17* positive. *758 • 198
19* positive. *81 • 250
2 2 * positive. • 82 • 260
24* positive* • 94 .380
26* positive. • 93 • 370
Zino* positive* • 92 • 300
Table XI.
Hg/Hg Cl In £ KC1/& KC1/U Zn.S04 / Alloy.
I l l
Ho. of Alloy* Sign of Calomel Potentiometer Electro-motive Force
Cell. Reading in between alloy and 4-
Volts. Zn.SO4  solution
Copper. positive. • 068 • 490
2 * positive. .071 •489
3. positive. • 052 • 508
4. positive. .052 .508
5. positive. • 060 .500
6 * positive. • 058 • 502
7. positive. .061 • 499
8 * positive. .089 .471
9. positive. .160 .400
1 0 . positive. • 192 .368
1 1 . positive. .350 .2 1 0 ?
1 2 . positive. • 295 .265
13. positive. .390 .170
14. positive. .670 .110
15. positive. • 850 • 290
16* positive. • 852 • 292
17. positive. • 925 .365
18. positive. • 953 .393
19. positive. 1.015 • 455
2 0* positive. 1.026 • 466
2 1* positive. 1.020 • 460
2 2. positive. 1.013 .453
10 0) . positive. 1.076 .516
24* positive. 1.074 .514
25. positive. 1.068 • 508
Zn. positive. 1*064 • 504
Table XII.
Hg/HgoClp in £ KCl/te KCl/Jl Zn.S04
* * 1 1 1 +  /  alloy.
B Cu.S04
Ho* of alloy* Sign of Calomel Potentiometer Electro-motive Force
Cell. Beading in 
Volts*
between alloy and 
mixed electrolyte
Copper* negative* • 025 • 585
2 * negative* .033 • 593
3. negative* • 030 • 590
4* negative* *027 *587
5* negative* • 025 • 585
6 * negative* *019 *579
D* negative* *0005 • 5005
8 * negative*. • 0085 *5085
9* positive* • 004 • 550
1 0* positive* *015 • 545
16* positive* • 085 • 125
19* positive* • 800 • 300
2 1* positive* *874 • 314
24* positive* 1*039 *479
26* positive* 1*037 *477
Zinc* positive* 1 * 0 0 2 • 502
Table XIII.
Cells- Hg^g_Cl In fl KCl/fc KCl/fi Cu.S04 / Alloy.2 2 1 x j
So*of alloy* Composition of Allojr* Potentiometer Electro-motive Force
Reading in between alloy and 





Qu en ch ed * Ann eal ed • Quenched •Annealed*
3* 85*0 15*0 *030 *030 • 590 .590
4* 80*0 20*0 • 028 *038 • 588 • 588
6 * 67*4 32*6 • 024 • 025 • 584 *585
8 * 53.0 47*0 *018 • 014 *578 *574
8a* 53*4 46*6 *0165 *0125 • 5785 *5725
9* 48*8 51*2 *008 *000 • 588 *560
Cells- Hg/HgcClc In fl KCl/fc KCJCn.SO,.
*  *  1 1 «»«t / Alloy.
'fc Zn.SO.
1
Composition of Alloy* Potentiometer Electro-motive Force
Reading in between alloy and
Volts* mixed solution*
% Cu* % zn* Quenched* Annealed* Quenched* Annealed*
53*0 47.0 *0085 *0025 *5685 *5825
Table XIV.







2 . 90.0 10.0 8.7700 0.1140
3. 85.0 15.0 8.6935 0-1151
4. 80-0 20*0 8.6569 0.1158
5* 76*0 24*0 8*5593 0.1169
6 . 67.4 32.6 8.4434 0.1185
D- 60.1 39*9 8.3720 0*1195
7* 56.0 44*0 8*3262 0.1201
8 . 53.4 46-6 8 * 2992 0.1205
9. 48*8 51.2 8.2219 0.1216
1 0 . 45*9 54*1 8.1940 0 .1220
Special. 43.3 56.7 8.1209 0.1232
Special. 40.6 59*4 8.0622 0*1241
B* 40*5 59*5 8.0511 0.1242
1 2 . 37-0 63*0 8.0362 0.1244
13. 35.0 65.0 7.9803 0.1253
14* 34.0 66.0 7.9540 0.1257
15. 32.0 68*0 7.9071 0.1265
Special* 29.0 71.0 7.7936 0.1284
16* 27-8 72.2 7.7305 0*1294
17. 18*3 81.7 7.3912 0.1353
18. 18.0 82.0 7.3260 0.1367
19* 16.9 83.1 7.1421 0.1401
20* 15.6 84.4 7.1647 0.1396
21. 13*58 88 *42 6.9732 0.1434
2 2. 8*3 91.7 7.4413 0.1344
Special. 7.8 92.2 7*4292 0.1346
23* 2*8 97.2 7.1824 0.1393












29.0 71.0 cast 7.7790 0.1286
29*0 71*0 annealed 7.7936 0*1284












60.1 39*9 iced brine 8.3892 0.1192
53*4 4 6.6 iced brine 8.3737 0.1195
53.4 48*6 iced brine 8.3624 0.1196
53*4 46.6 iced brine 8.3611 0.1196
53.4 4 6.6 wat er 8.3585 0.1197
53*4 46*6 water 8.3549 0.1197
53*4 46*6 water 8.3442 0-1198
53.0 47.0 water 8.3368 0.1199
48.8 51*2 water 8.2258 0.1216










Cast Mark* Per Cent Copper Per cent Zinc










1 0* 45*9 54*1
Special* 39*0 61.0
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Aluminium alloys containing small quantities of copper up 
to about 4% and also small quantities of magnesium, usually 
about one half per cent, have been the subject of much 
research work in recent years and also the cause of much 
theoretical speculation. The reason for this state of 
affairs is th£ft these alloys, known by the name of Duralumin , 
have become alloys of considerable practical importance* 
Moreover they possess the peculiarity of greatly improving 
in their mechanical properties with time, a phenomenon now 
designated as ttage-hardening.”
As a result of a long series of brilliant researches by 
Gayler at the National Physical Laboratory, it is now 
definitely established that the solubility of the compound 
CuAlg varies greatly with temperature, being much more 
soluble at higher temperatures than at room temperature, 
and that this change in solubility is bound up with the 
increase in mechanical properties on ageing. Moreover she 
has shown that the compound MygS% also plays an important 
part in the age-hardening of these alloyw, functioning in a 
manner similar to CuA12 *
Whilst it has been shown that age-hardening is a direct 
function of the My2Si cdntent of duralumin, the hardness and 
other properties increasing with the amount of this sub stance 
up to about 1% and also that the CuAlg functions in a similar 
manner, though probably not so effectively, yet the physical 
explanation of the increased hardness is not understood* 
Certainly it is agreed that the particles must be small 
which separate although exact physical data showing that 
these have actually separated is lacking. Admittedly, 
except by assuming separation, it is difficult to account 
for the gradual but steady increase of hardness with time
67-.
of the original quenched alloy#
Arising from the work already carried out on the 
transformation in Beta Brasses it appeared very highly 
probable that the mechanism of age-hardening of duralumin 
alloys was of the same type, namely, that the hardening was 
brought about by the deposition from solution of the MggSi 
and CuAlg in a state of critical dispersion or, in other 
words, in the colloidal form. It was realised that 
microscopical evidence would not be so convincing in this 
case,as in that of the Cu£n alloys, so that recourse was 
had to a survey of a number of physical detenninations, 
in the hope that they might shed some light upon the problem#
By the way of a preliminary survey a number of 
heating and cooling curves of duralumin were carried out on 
differently treated specimens. At this early stage it 
should be mentioned that all specimens were cut from the same 
rod of duralumin, a 6 fpot length of 1” diameter, commercial 
material being used. The temperature was measured by a 
previously standardised Platinum Platinum-Iridium thermo­
couple and a Tinsley Vernier Potentiometer. Great care 
was exercised in the experimental determinations so that any 
evidence of the type of change should not be overlooked.
Figure I' shows the curve obtained for an annealed piece 
of the duralumin. The heating curve is practically smooth, 
there being no sign of sudden solution of the separated 
phase. That a portion of it has actually gone into solution 
is evidenced by the cooling curve on which an evolution of 
heat is marked at 353°C. For the cooling curve determination 
the current was switched off when a temperature of 520°C 
was attained, there being no period of soaking at the maximum 
temperature.
Figure 2 depicts the cooling curve for the same alloy as 
before but this time it was soaked for a longer period at 
the/
6
the high temperature. On this occasion the change point is
much larger indicating a larger depcs ition of the compound.
Moreover the temperature of maximum deposition is somewhat
ohigher than before^ occurring at 365 C. Whether this
point represents only the position of maximum deposition,
the intemetallic compound being deposited continuously
in small amount over a range of temperature, or whether it
is all deposited at this point, is not indicated. Another
specimen was heated to 52Q°C, soaked at this temperature for
half an hour, and then quenched in water. The thermal curve
was taken immediately after cooling. The heating curve
(see Figure 3) shows a small break at 180°C and a much more
opronounced break at 280 C. This curve is in very good
agreement with the curve of Gayler (2) for a similarly
treated alloy. Further it is worthy of note that at 350°C
there is a sudden change in direction, this indicating an
absorption of heat, as against the marked evolution of heat
At 48@°C there is another very marked change in the direction
of the curve. Here it is suggested that the remainder of
the compound goes into solution while the uniform rise in
the curve from 480°C to 515°C appears to be due to the
unifom rate of heating in the solid solution range. The
specimen was soaked for a short time at 510°C and then
cooled very slowly in the furnace with the heating current on. 
oAt 43© C the current was cut off and the specimen cooled in
the furnace, readings of time and temperature being recorded.
In this case only a very slight break occurs in the eurve at 
o .330 C thus showing that practically all the compound has
been precipitated whilst cooling slowly in the furnace.
The annealed specimen from the previous experiment was 
oheated to 35# C and soaked at this temperature for 30 minutes 
and then the cooling curve was taken. The cooling curve 
is quite smooth as is shown in Figure 4. This indicates 
that/
CO
othat no solubility occurred up to 350 C. This specimen was 
also heated to 350°C and immediately cooled in the furnace.
This curve was a smooth one showing no break due to 
deposition of compound. It is therefore concluded that 
below 350°C there is no solubility of the compound in 
aluminium.
From the evidence of the thermal curves it appears that
the compound goes into solution over a range of temperature,
o ogoing slowly into solution between 35©WC and 480 C, and 
at the latter figure all the remaining amount of compound goes 
into solution. Even at this higher figure an appreciable 
amount of time is required to get all the compound into 
solution.
How the compound will come out of solution depends very 
largely upon the rate of cooling. If the alloy be very 
slowly cooled then the compound separates out at a high 
temperature. But if the rate of cooling be moderately 
rapid then a large evolution of heat will occur at about 
375°C, The exact temperature at which a maximum effect is
observed, varies according to different treatments of the
* o oalloys, from 33© C to 375 C.. It would appear that the
position of the point varies with the amount of the
compoundsin solution, which in turn is a function of the
initial temperature and period of soaking. If the alloy be 
o
heated to 51© C and then immediately cooled in the furnace, 
time does not permit of all the compound going into 
solution and the point is found at 360°C. If the alloy 
is soaked for half an hour at 51©°C and then cooled at dame 
rate as before the deposition occurs at 375°C whilst if 
the alloy, after soaking at the high temperature, is very 
slowly cooled, then the point occurs at 330°C and is very 
small. Hence the variation of the thermal point on cooling
would appear to be a function of the solubility of the compound 
in/
o\
in aluminium with temperature and time; the lower the
temperature the less the solubility of the compound in
aluminium. Consequently it he less the amount of the compound
in solution the lower will be the temperature reached before
the concentration of the compound attains the critical amount
which produces precipitation.
If the alloy be quenched so as to retain the compound in
solution then, on heating the specimen, the compound is
o odeposited over a range of temperature from 260 C to 295 C
with the maximum rate of deposition at 280°C.. There is
evidence of a very little deposition at 180°C but as the
oevolution of heat is very great at 280 C very little of the
compound can have been precipitated at the former temperature, 
oAt 480 C the compound is re-dissolved but requires a certain 
amount of time to go completely into solution.
Dilatation Experiments.
A study of the precipitation of the compound was made by 
means of determining the coefficient of expansion with 
temperature variation. The apparatus was the same as was 
used in the study of the Copper-Zinc alloys.
A standard dilatation specimen, 2 inches long by 7/8 inch 
in diameter, was prepared from a piece of the stock duralumin 
rod.
The specimen was annealed and then the heating dilatation
curve determined. This is shown in Figure 5. It will be
observed that the curve is a straight line upe» to the
temperature of the solution of the compound at about 500°C..
Moreover the compound goes into solution causing an expansion
of the alloy. There is no evidence in this case of the
compound going slowly into solution at lower temperature.
oThe specimen was heated to 500 C, soaked for half an 
hour, and then quenched in water. The dilatation curve was
taken immediately after quenching. Figure 6 shows the results
obtained/
obtained. The coefficient of expansion is quite uniform up 
to 240°C, indicating that up to this point there has been 
no change in the material. At 240°C the specimen commences
to expand at an increasing rate and the rate of expansion
o o oreaches a maximum at 280 C.. From 280 C to 350 G
the rate of expansion is about the same as for the solid solution,
that is for the range below 240°C.. At 350oC the slope of
the curve again changes but this time the rate of expansion
becomes less, this being due to the gradual coalescing of the
particles of the separated compound. It has already been
shown that the compound goes into solution with an expansionist
430°C of the heating current was cut off and the cooling curve
taken. The curve shows a change in direction at 240°C
contracting at a lesser rate below this temperature than above
it. It would appear that over the range of temperature from
430°C to 240°C the small amount of the compound which must have
gone into solution on heating, or had not been deposited, was
gradually being precipitated. This is in agreement with
the thermal curves. However there exists the apparent anomaly
of the compound being deposited on heating with expansion and
being deposited on cooling with contraction. Moreover it
would appear that the coefficient of expansion for the solid
solution and for the aluminium with the compound out of
solution is very nearly the same, the latter being just a little
less than the former. This is due, in all probability, to
the coalescing of the very finely divided particles of
the compound which separate from the quenched solid solution upon
heating. This view is supported by the evidence of Figure 7.
Another specimen from the same bar was soaked at 500°C 
for^minutes and then quenched in water. The dilatation curve 
for the quenched specimen was determined and is shown in Figure7. 
The curve shows the same type of expansion over the range of 
temperature/
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otemperature from 240 C to 280 C but because of the
shorter time of soaking the amount of expansion is not quite
so great. Beyond 280°C the curve shows that a gradual
coalescing of the particles took place, indicated,, as
before, by the gradual decrease in the rate of expansion, 
oAt 450 C the decrease in the rate of expansion becomes
much more pronounced, but at 480°C the rate of expansion
increases, due to the solution of the compound. At 510°C
the heating current of the furnace was cut off. From
othis temperature down to 430 C the curve shows an
increasing rate of contraction due to the continuous
o o
precipitation of the compound. From 430 C to 180 C 
the rate of contraction is constant. Upon reheating the 
specimen the rate of expansion is exactly the same as was 
the rate of contraction on cooling. The curve continues 
as a straight line up to 480°C at which temperature the 
rate of expansion increases. This indicates that once 
the compound has come out in the massive form it does not 
go into solution again until 480°C. It is worthy of 
mention that the annealing of the quenched specimen had 
caused it to undergo a net contraction. Figure 8 shows 
the derived dilatation curve. The close resemblance 
to the derived thermal curve for the quenched alloy is 
most striking.
In Figure 9 is shown the dilatation curve of a 
specimen which had been quenched from 500°C and then aged 
for 24 hours at room temperature. Comparing Figs. 6 and 9 
the same thermocouple was used in these two cases - it is 
noticeable that the rate of expansion is greater in Fig.6.. 
Mpreover there is little evidence of precipitation in Figure 9, 
indicating that practically all of the compound has separated 
in the 24 hours. Further the cooling curve practically 
follows the heating curve, there being no difference in 
the/
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the final readings. This also points to the fact that all 
the compound had separated during the 24 hours of ageing.
The codling curve shows a slight decrease in the rate of 
contraction at 240°C from which it would appear that there 
had been a small amount of the compound going into solution 
although the maximum temperature was below 480°C.
Another specimen was soaked for 3 hours at 500°C and then 
quenched in a mixture of ice and brine. Figure 10 shows the 
heating dilatation curve obtained using this specimen. The 
same expansion and gradual contraction due to the precipitation 
and coalescence of the compound is revealed. Also the 
expansidn at 480°C due to the precipitated compound 
redissolving, is observed.
From the evidence supplied by a study of the dilatation 
curves, it appears that the compound separated from the 
solid solution causing an increase in volume. This 
precipitation took place at about 280°C.. This was followed 
by a gradual contraction, due to the coalescence of the finely 
dispersed precipitate, which finally went into solution again 
at 480°C. It was further demonstrated that a small amount 
of this finely divided precipitate went into solution below 
48Q°C but if the precipitate became coalesced,or massive, it 
did not go into solution until 480oC. This influence of 
the state of subdivision upon solubility is quite general 
throughout the realm of chemistry.
Thermo-electric Power.
The thermo-electric power of variously treated duralumin 
specimens was determined in order to see if a study of 
this physical property would throw any light upon the "age- 
hardening11 of thewe alloys. For this purpose the thermo­
electric value against platinum was determined. The duralumin 
specimens were in the form of thin strip about inch thick 
and of the same breadth. Each strip was 6 inches long.
A/
A small electric resistance furnace was made out of a fire-clay 
sheet and platinum wire. The total length of the furnace 
was i inch. The furnace was placed upon the junction of 
the piece of duralumin strip and the platinum wire in the 
form of a cap, the other end of the strip being immersed 
in cold water. The strip did not make contact with the 
water but was enclosed in a glass tube. The platinum limb 
of the couple was similarly cooled. The cooling of the cold 
junctions was sufficiently drastic to prevent the "aged11 alloy 
from becoming soft and also to prevent the quenched alloy 
from "ageing". The thermo-couple for recording the 
temperature was of platinum, platinum-iridium, a Tinsley 
potentiometer being used to measure the current. The 
same potentiometer was used to determine the thermo-electric 
power. The hot junction of the thermo-couple was enclosed 
in a sheath but in view of any possible lag in the temperature 
this was discarded. It was next tried without a sheath but 
the danger of "shorting" was ever present. Finally it was 
separated from the therrao-pile by a piece of fireclay sheath 
which had been split in two. This prevented "shorting" and 
did not give rise to any possibility of a lag in the temperature 
recorded. That the apparatus was capable of giving good 
results can be seen from Figure 11, in which is shown the 
curves obtained from two strips of annealed duralumin. An 
interval of three months elapsed between the determination 
of thw two curves.
The thermo-electric values of the strips of duralumin 
in the annealed, quenched^and age-hardened states against 
the same piece of annealed platinum wire were measured 
at various temperatures from room temperature to 450°C.
The thermo-electric value was determined at intervals of 
1© micro-volts in the thermo-couple circuit, which was 
equfcl/
equal to approximately 10°C.. The results of these determinations 
are seen in Figure 12 in graphical form.
The curve for the annealed specimen calls for no comment
being smooth and similar to those of Figure 11. Both the
aged and the quenched states gave higher thermo-electric values
than the annealed state. Consequently both curves lie above
that for the annealed specimen and, moreover, not even at high
temperatures do they approach it. On the other hand above 280°B
the curves for the quenched and the aged specimens coincide.
It would appear, therefore, that the stabe of the comppund
which separated from the quenched solid solution upon heating
is not the same as that which separated upon slowly cooling.
Although this contention is supported by the evidence
obtained from the dilatation curves, yet it must be noted
that in the case of the treated theremo-electric specimens
whilst the hot end of the specimens underwent change, the
cold end remained in the treated state. This, undoubtedly,
would account for a portion, if not all, of the difference
between the curves. One of the treated specimens was 
oheated to 500 C and slowly cooled and gave the characteristic 
curve for the annealed state. It will also be observed 
in Figure 12 that at low temperatures, the quenched state 
gave higher thermo-electric values than the aged state but 
that the rate of increase of the thermo-electric force for 
the quenched state began to fall away about 120°C..
At 170°C the curve for the quenched specimen falls below 
that of the aged specimen and continues to remain below 
until 260°C at which temperature it rises again and at 280°C 
the two curves very nearly merge together. The quenched 
state gave the greatest thermo-electric value and the aged 
state also gave a greater value than the annealed state.
When the compound separated from solution in a very fine 
state/
state of division it caused a lowering of the thermo-electric 
value, due to the strained state of the alloy, and actually 
lowered the value helow that of the aged curve. This 
would be expected because the particles which separated 
during the process of ageing in the aged specimen would pass 
into a slightly coarser state during the subsequent heating, 
and the specimen would be less strained, whereas in the quenched 
alloy the particles whiah would just be separating from the 
solid solution on heating. These latter particles also 
gradually pass into the coarser state with increasing 
temperature and further deposition takes place until at 280°C 
the states of the two specimens become practically identical, 
except for slight differences in cold endsjalso complete 
deposition takes place at this temperature as shown by 
the thermal and dilatation curves.
In order to be certain that the strained state did actually 
lower the thermo-electric value below that of the aged state 
two further experiments were carried out. A piece of 
duralumin strip was worked by passing it through rolls until 
it was reduced by 50$. Another piece of strip was quenched 
from 500°C and aged in boiling water for 20 minutes. • The 
thermo-electric value of each specimen was determined against 
the annealed platinum wire with increasing temperature.
£n Figure 13 the results obtained are shown graphically 
and it is seen that the cold worked specimen gave a lower 
value than the aged specimen. The two curves do not 
coincide because the cold ends remained in different states.
Dilatation and thermo-electric determinations having 
demonstrated that the particles of the compound separate 
in a very fine state of division and then coalesce with 
increasing temperature, it seemed very d t airable to see 
if the same thing happened on ageing at room temperature.
The dilatometer suggested itself to be the most likely 
piece/
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piece of apparatus with which to demonstrate this point# 
Accordingly a dilatation specimen was prepared. It was 
heated to 500°C, soaked for 15 minutes and quenched. The 
quenched specimen was put into the dilatometer, great 
care being exercised in setting up the instrument so as to 
put only a very slight pressure on the specimen. This was 
necessary, otherwise the dilatometer would not settle down 
to equilibrium conditions for nearly an hour. Time - 
dilatation readings were taken, at first at every half hour, 
and later at longer intervals of time. The curve was of 
a peculiar rhythmic form. The experiment was repeated but 
this time the temperature of the air near the dilatometer 
was also recorded. The results are plotted in graph form 
in F^.gurel4. It is seen that the rhythmic form of the 
curve was due to the diurnal fluctuations in room temperature. 
But it is worthy of note that the first rise in the curve 
is greater than the succeeding ones. The experiment was 
repeated but this time it was commenced in the evening when 
the room temperature was falling, and readings were taken 
throughout the night. Here again, whilst the dilatation curve 
follows the temperature curve, yet at first it shows an 
appreciable rise whilst the temperature is rapidly falling.
Whilst this evidence cannot be said to be conclusive 
yet it does point, in a strong manner, to the procews of 
ageing at room temperature being the same as that discussed 
for increasing temperature.
The dilatometer having failed to show what was wanted in 
a convincing manner, attention was turned to density determina­
tions. However, instead of making complete density 
determinations, the object in view would be quite as fully 
served by observing the change in weight in oil of the quenched 
specimen. Accordingly a specimen of about 13 grams was 
prepared. All the surfaces were polished, finishing on 
the/
the 000 French emery paper. This was done so that a smooth
face would be obtained and air bubbles would not readily
oadhere to it. The specimen was heated in vacuo to 500 C, 
soaked for 15 minutes and quenched in water. It was 
lightly rubbed on the 000 paper, then transferred to a fine 
platinum wire cage suspended from one beam of the balance and 
immersed in paraffin oil. It was counterbalanced by 
weights and then at half hour intervals, and later at longer 
intervals, the balance was adjusted by means of the rider and 
the alteration in weight recorded. The results are shown 
in graphical form in Figure 16.
The graph rises sharply for the first five hours and then 
gradually falls again. This change bears out the evidence 
of the dilatometer in that the ageing at room temperature 
is accompanied by an expansion followed by a contraction. 
However in this curve the influence of the diurnal temperature 
variation is also marked. The dotted line will represent, 
approximately, the true variation due to the ageing of the 
quenched duralumin. The peaks in this curve occurred 
between 3 and 4 o fclock in the afternoon, those on the 
dilatation curve occurring at 2-30 p.m.. In this case the 
oil would gradually alter in temperature and thus cause an 
apparent alteration in the specific volume of the specimen.
The weights would also alter with temperature.
In order to overcome this difficulty another specimen 
of the same size was prepared. The two specimens were 
now annealed and had their surfaces cleaned. One was 
suspended from each arm of the balance by a platinum cage 
made of the same wire. Each specimen was immersed in a 
beaker of paraffin oil to the same depth and each beaker 
had the same quantity of oil in it. The pointer was 
adjusted to zero position on the scale and then readings 
were/
were taken as before. As both specimens were in the same 
state no change &ould take place. This was found to be 
the case as is shown in Figure 17 upper curve.
One of the specimens was now quenched in water from 
500OC after soaking at that temperature for 15 minutes.
It was then replaced in the balance and, after adjustment 
of the weights, the alteration in weight with time was 
determined. In Figure 17 the results are given in the lower 
curve. This time the curve is quite regular.
Again there is the marked expansion followed by a slow 
contraction. Therefore it would appear that the phenomenon 
accompanying the ageing of a specimen at room temperature was 
the same as î as observed with increasing temperature. It is 
of interest to note that Igareshi (3) has obtained the same 
type of curve using a differential dilatometer. The next 
step to be taken was to investigate the nature of the separating 
particles. It was now known that increase of temperature, and 
increase of length of time brought about the same effect upon 
the quenched duralumin, namely they produced a deposition of 
the compound in a very fine state of division which gradually 
coalesoed into larger particles. In view of the work which 
had already been carried out upon the brasses of Beta 
composition it was thought desirable to apply the same 
treatment to the quenched duralumin. If such treatment 
hastened the coagulation of the finely deposited particles, 
then a most feasible assumption to make was that the 
separating particles were of a colloidal nature.
The method of investigation which most readily 
suggested itself was to follow the change in constitution 
of the alloys by means of Brinell Hardness determinations.
The work of Hanstan, and Gayler (4) has shown that there 
is a considerable increase in the Brinell Hardness as 
ageing proceeds. For the purpose of experiment two 
pieces/
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pieces of the duralumin rod, each about 6 inches ltong, 
were mchined so as to have their top and bottom faces 
parallel for the determination of the Brinell Hardness 
values. Also one piece was turned down to 3/8 of inch 
diameter«ai-eaeh end for a length of \  inch. This was 
for the purpose of fitting terminals to connect to an 
alternating current circuit. Both specimens were 
quenched from 50Q°C in cold water and the Brinell Hardness 
number immediately determined. The one specimen was 
then put into the secondary circuit of an induction coil 
giving about 50,000 volts and submitted to the alternating 
current at room temperature. No rise in temperature of 
the specimen occurred. The other specimen lay on the 
bench near to the specimen under treatment but received 
no treatment. Brinell Hardness detenninations were made 
at frequent intervals and the results are recorded in Table I.
They are also shown graphically in Figure 18.
TABLE I.
Time in Untreated specimen Specimen treated with alternat- 
hours. 500 Kg. load. ing circuit. 500 Kg load.













In the alternating current tests it uhould he noted 
that the current was cut off during the night, that is 
during the interval from 6 hours to 23 hours.
Although the results do show that the alternating current 
has appreciably affected the rate of deposition - or the 
rate of ageing - yet they cannot be said to offer any 
satisfactory proof of the nature of the deposited particles.
If the deposited particles are of a colloidal nature 
then they must have a different electronic configuration 
from the ordinary crystalline particles. Khilst it is 
true that colloidal substances have been shown by X-ray 
analysis to have a definite space lattice yet in very many 
cases they are known to carry an electric charge. Even 
in the case of neutral colloidal particles, these must 
have a different electronic configuration from the ordinary 
crystalline particles and it is this particular configuration 
which keeps the particles from coalescing. But under the 
influence of heat or of an alternating current they lose 
this peculiar meta-stabile configuration, then they behave 
like normal particles and will coalesce into larger 
aggregates. If the deposited particles in duralumin during 
ageing are of a colloidal nature then they too will have, 
as previously stated, a characteristic electronic 
configuration. Resistivity measurements should reveal if 
such a state of affairs exists. Consequently a series of 
resistivity determinations was made upon duralumin specimens 
in the annealed, aged and quenched states.
For the purpose of experiment a number of thin strips 
of the duralumin were prepared, similar to those used for 
the thermo-electric determinations. Nick^p-chromium steel
knife edges were clamped on to the specimens at a distance
of approximately 3i centimetre* apart. in order that the 
distance/
distance might remain constant - this being of vital 
importance - the same specimen was used for the annealed, 
quenched and aged determinations, the knife edges being 
kept in position throughout. The drop in potential 
between the knife edges was measured by means of a 
vernier Tinsley potentiometer. The current was obtained 
from four Ni-Fe batteries arranged in parallel, each 
battery having 3 two-volt cells arranged in series. This 
gave a steady current which, by means of adjustable rheostats, 
was cut down to about 1.5 amperes. The current was 
measured before and after each reading, using a standard
I
shunt and the Tinsley potentiometer. At least 6 resistivity 
readings were made of each specimen in each state of treatment.
All results were calculated to a bqsis of 1.5 amperes of 
current, but as comparative results only were required these 
were not converted to microhms per c.c.. The calculated
!I
results obtained for the potential difference did not differ !
by more than + #.0000025 volts in any set of determinations.
The results obtained were as follows
Annealed state. Quenched state. Quenched and aged in
P.D. in volts. P.D.in volts. boiling water for 10 mins!
P.D. in volts.
0.00061 0.00079 0.00082
The influence of the time of ageing was next investigated.
A quenched specimen was aged in boiling water for different i
lengths of time and its value finally determined after it 
had been kept at room temperature for 15 hours.
The results of the experiment are as follows:








After remaining at room temperature 
for a further period of 15 hours 0.00079
The specimen was then subjected to alternating current for 30 
minutes but the P.D. still remained at 0.00079 volts.
Having shown that heating a quenched duralumin specimen for a 
few minutes at 100°C brought about an increase in the resistivity 
but that continued soaking at this temperature up to 25 minutes 
caused no further change, the influence of raising the 
temperature was tried. The specimen was heated to 250°C for 
15 minutes and finally to 350°C for the same time. The latter 
treatment reduced the P.D.value to that of the fully annealed 
state. The following results were obtained, the P.D. being 
given in volts.
There is thus quite an appreciable difference in the resistivity 
values for the different states of tte duralumin. Moreover 
the ageing is accompanied by a distinct change of value.
The finely precipitated material causes an increase in the 
resistivity either due to strain cr due to the fact that 
it is deposited in the colloidal state. It seemed very
probable that a few experiments using alternating current 
on quenched specimens and determining the effect of it by 
resistivity/
o .Quenched state. Annealed at 26© C for J hr. Annealed at
350°C for \  hr
0.000793 0.000766 0.000610
resistivity measurements would throw some light upon this 
point.
Accordingly a specimen was quenched from 500°C after 
soaking at that temperature for 15 minutes. It was then 
aged in boiling water for 10 minutes and subjected to the 
alternating current treatment at the temperature of boiling 
water. Resistivity determinations were made at each stage ;
of the treatment of the specimen. The following results j




Quenched state. Aged state. Time in After treatment witl)
boiling water. alternating current I
at 100°C for 10 min«|
0.00078 0.000795 5 mins.
0.000805 10 mins.
- 0.000780
Thus the alternating current brought about a reduction of 
the resistivity value in ten minutes and in a previous 
experiment after 25 minutes* treatment in boiling water without 
alternating current there was no reduction in the initial 
aged value of the resistivity.
As these experiments seemed to add weight to the 
observation made by the Brinell Hardness tests,that the 
alternating current does affect the coalescence of the 
precipitated compound, it seemed very necessary to carry 
out some additional experiments upon this point.
It was considered very desirable to follow the ageing 
phenomena by means of resistivity measurements. An apparatus 
was set up in which the resistivity specimens were kept at 
a constant temperature and measurements made at frequent
intervals. For the purpose of obtaining constant temperature, 
two/
two large flasks were fitted with reflux condensers and
half filled with water which was kept boiling. One specimen
was immersed in the boiling water of each flask.• Further,
one specimen was coupled to the alternating circuit, this
being cut off by means of a switch when determinations were
being made. As before, the current was measured on the
potentiometer before and after each reading. Altogether
six readings of the specimen in each flask were made
alternately at each determination, the limits of error being
as before, namely 0.0000025 volts.
The value for each specimen was determined in the cold
ostate after quenching from 500 C and gave the same figure 
of 0.00061 volts. This figure differs from the earlier ones 
because the knife edges were a little closer together to 
permit of easy passage into the flask. Both were mounted in 
the apparatus and the flasks brought to boiling but no 
alternating treatment was used at this stage. Further, 
both were aged for lj hours, before the alternating current 
circuit was coupled to the specimen^ to be treated.
Actually 3 hours elapsed from the commencement of the 
experiment until the alternating current treatment commenced.
After the treatment had started, readings were taken at intervals 
of 10 minutes, then every half hour and finally at longer 
intervals. The results are shown in graphical form in Figure 19. 
For the first three hours the two curves coincide; this is 
what should be obtained as, up to the time marked by point P, 
the experiments were duplicates. P indicates the time when
tothe alternating current was switched on. From AB the resist-
A
ivity rises steadily due to the increasing temperature.
The portion from B to C represents the ageing of the specimens.
CD on the curve of the untreated specimen (upper curve) 
shows the same decrease as was obtained in all the previous
experiments, namely the gradual decrease in resistivity as 
coalescence/
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coalescence took place* The fall in resistivity from 
E to F is due to the cooling of the apparatus* The final 
reading was taken after removing the specimen from the flask 
and it is noted that it was practically the same as the 
quenched specimen. Thus the blank specimen behaved in the 
same manner as all the earlier specimens on ageing, rising 
to a maximum and then falling to practically the original 
value•
In the case of the specimen treated with alternating
current the resistivity curve falls very abruptly to the
point H within 40 minutes after the starting of the circuit.
The fall KL is due to the cooling of the apparatus. As in
the' case of the control experiment the final reading was taken
after the specimen was removed from the flask. In this case 
the final value was lower than the value for the original 
quenched specimen.
The effect of the alternating current treatment has been 
to cause more complete coagulation of the finely precipitated 
particles and thus cause the resistivity of the treated 
specimen to approach more nearly to that of the annealed 
state.
It has been shown that the compound separates from the 
solid solution in quenched duralumin over a range of
temperature reaching a maximum at about 280°C.. The compound
0goes into solution again at 480 C but if the compound is
in a very fine state of division it goes into solution to a
limited extent before this temperature is reached. When
the compound separates from the quenched solid solution it
does so with expansion and this expansion is followed by
a contraction due to the coalescence of the finely dispersed
compound. This happens on ageing at room temperature and
also takes place as the alloy ages with increasing temperature.
The state of the separating particles is greatly influenced 
by/i
alternating current. The function of the alternating current 
is to alter the electronic configuration of the dispersed 
particles of the separated compound and so allow them to 
coalesce to a greater extent than would otherwise be 
possible. Increasing the temperature functions in the 
same manner. The particles which separate on ageing 
are in a particular state of dispersion and have a characteristic 
electronic configuration; in other words they are in the 
particular state of matter called the colloidal state.
88 .
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